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1. Introduction

Start Fluid flow separation can be controlled by

various ways such as motion of the solid wall, slit

suction, tangential blowing and suction, continuous

suction and blowing by external disturbances etc. These

are ancient methods. The modern techniques are the

using surface injection in a multistage compressor, steady

and pulsed jets, oscillatory fluid injection, dielectric

barrier discharge plasma actuators, synthetic jet, vortex

generator jets smart acoustically active surfaces etc.

Flow separation is mostly an undesirable pheno-

menon and boundary layer control is an important tech-

nique for flow separation problems on airfoils and in

diffusers. An improvement of the efficiency of diffusers

can be obtained by the application of boundary layer

suction to the diverging passage. Flow separation control

providing significant increase in the lift coefficient. For

this case lift should be high and drag should be low,

which increases efficiency. Separation of fluid affects the

temperature dependent physical properties, cooling and

heating effect. So it is necessary to control flow sepa-

ration. Flow separation control maximizes energy con-

servation, operational efficiency, and safety and required

to proper heat distribution. It has an application in small-

scale aeronautical/mechanical systems, and for medical/

dentistry applications. Different type's techniques of flow

separation control are used under situation needed. The

vortex generator jet method is one of the boundary layer

control technique and an active control technique which

provides a time-varying control action to optimize per-

formance under a wide range of flow conditions. The

application flow separation control by using synthetic

jet actuators is based in their ability to energize the

Abstract

T
he aim of the thesis is

to control the flow

separation of an airfoil by

surface oscillation on the

upper surface. From a fluid

dynamist's point of view,

the performance of an air-

craft is essentially con-

trolled by the development

of the boundary layer on its

surface and its interaction

with the mean flow. This interaction decides the pres-

sure distribution on the airfoil surface, and subsequently

the aerodynamic loads on the wing. In order to obtain

the highest levels of performance efficiency for mission

varying aircraft, it is necessary to either: (a) alter the

boundary layer behavior over the airfoil surface-flow

control methods of interest (b) change the geometry of

the airfoil real time for changing free stream conditions-

adaptive wing technology.

The value of the aero-

dynamic efficiency needs to

be maximizing, that is, the

lift to the drag ratio needs

to the maximization. For

this case lift should be high

and drag should be low,

which increases aircraft

efficiency. It is observed

from the experiment that

the flow separation occurs

at 8˚ angle of attack in

regular surface airfoil and at 10˚ angle of attack in

surface with Actuator at 65%-85% of chord length from

leading edge and at 14˚ angle of attack in surface with

Actuator at 55%-75% of chord length from leading

edge.
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boundary layer, thereby providing significant increase

in the lift coefficient. Flow separation limits the effi-

ciency of low-pressure turbines (LPTs) in aircraft engines.

In this research an electric actuator is used to vibrate

the surface of the wing to control the flow separation. In

order to develop a mechanically simple and robust

actuator for active flow separation control on axial com-

pressor blades, three different types of acoustic trans-

ducers were tested in a wind tunnel. Flow separation on

a cylinder in cross flow was used. The first transducer

had an internally mounted acoustic speaker blowing

through a slot. It could control flow separation only for

low Reynolds number laminar flows. A flush mounted

high-frequency circular piezoelectric transducer was

tried next. It was marginally effective only around the

laminar-turbulent transition regime. Since it could not

focus the perturbations over a small area, the acoustosurf

was developed next. It consisted of an array of flush

mounted narrow strip shaped acoustic transducers

capable of detecting surface pressure fluctuations prior

to separation. When the appropriate strips were excited

at the predominant fluctuation frequency, separation

was delayed for transitional and tripped flows. It is

believed that the acoustosurf produces a synergistic

interaction between roughness, surface compliance and

acoustic radiation to redirect the kinetic energy of the

flow by exploiting flow instabilities. Negligible power

is therefore needed to operate the acoustosurf.

2. Experimental Set-up and Procedure

To perform the experiment firstly NACA 4315 wing

profile is selected to construct wing model and then

electric actuator is placed/attached at the two different

places on the surface of the wing model which is shown

in Figure 1.

The experiments were conducted using 36x36x100 cm

subsonic wind tunnel. Figure 2 shows a photograph of

the experimental set up. To measure the upper surface

pressure a digital manometer is placed outside of the

wind tunnel test section. There were drilled holes verti-

cally in every 2 cm distance of the wing model surface

and pressure tubes were placed in these holes. The vinyl

tubes connected between the pressure tubes and the

manometer. Lift and drag coefficients are calculated by

integrating the surface pressure coefficient.

3. Results and Discussion

Pressure distributions on the surface of the wing

model with and without actuators are shown in Figure

3 to 12. From the nature of the pressure distribution on

the surface of the wing it would be very clear to observe

the separation region.

Figure 1 and 2 shows variation pressure coefficient

over the upper surface of the wing model at an angle of

attack 40. In this figures there is no sign of flow sepa-

ration because flow separation increase with increase of

angle of attack. When the angle of attack increased to 80

then flow separation occurs at a point x/C=0.8 as shown

M. Mashud, Md.A. Al Bari and Md.K. Ahmed / ISESCO Journal of Science and Technology - Volume 7, Number 12 (November 2011) (2-6)
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Figure 1. Actuator at (a) 65%-85% & (b) 55%-75%

of chord length

(a)

(a)

Figure 2. Photograph of experimental Setup



in Figures 3 and 4. The natures of these three graphs are

almost same except the separation region of with and

without actuator. Next angle of attack was 10°. The static

measurements refer to those where the actuator was

kept in a stationary state at a number of pre-determined

positions. For these an increase in separation as the angle

of attack increases is seen Figure 6. Which represents

flow separation was controlled over plane surface. For

frequencies of 66 Hz this normalization could not be

maintained without producing destructive sparks along

the edge of the actuator. Frequencies were constant

throughout the experiment. Here only position of the

actuators was changed. In first arrangement actuator

were placed 65% - 85% of the chord length and in second

arrangement actuator were placed 55% - 75% of the chord

length. Actuator arrangement-(a) controls flow separation

up to 10° angle of attack and actuator arrange-(b)

controls flow separation up to 15°, angle of attack. From

Figure 10 it is observed that at different flow stream

velocity  u∞∞ coefficient of pressure  Cp fluctuate within

the range of x/c=0.7 to x/c=1 as compared to Figure 2.

If the coefficient of pressure remains constant at a certain

distance over the air foil then it is said to be flow sepa-

ration. But this fluctuation of coefficient of pressure

indicates that flow is attached on the air foil. Which

means flow is controlled.  The angle of attack increased

to 12° then coefficient of pressure almost constant. This

indicates that flow separation occurs at 12° Figure 10.

M. Mashud, Md.A. Al Bari and Md.K. Ahmed / ISESCO Journal of Science and Technology - Volume 7, Number 12 (November 2011) (2-6)
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Figure 3. Cp Vs x/C at 4° angle of attack (without actuator) Figure 4. Cp Vs x/C at 4° angle of attack (with actuator)

Figure 5. Cp Vs x/C at 8° angle of attack (without actuator) Figure 6. Cp Vs x/C at 8° angle of attack (with actuator)

Figure 7. Cp Vs x/C at 10° angle of attack (without actuator) Figure 8. Cp Vs x/C at 10° angle of attack (with actuator)



From a more detailed analysis, it can be shown that

the point of separation remains nearly the same when

comparing the uncontrolled and controlled cases. Since

the region of camber oscillation is downstream of the

original separation point, this indicates that the actuation

is not affecting the upstream flow but rather is aiding the

flow in navigating the adverse pressure gradient in the

region of separation.

The following equations are used to calculate the lift

and drag coefficient and CL, CD vs. angle of attack and

CL vs. CD also plotted which is shown in Figures 13 and

14.

Lift co-efficient

Drag co-efficient

When actuator arrangement-(a) is used, it is observed

from Figure 13 a relationship between the coefficient of

lift and coefficient of drag and angle of attack. Looking

at the graph in Figure 13, it can be concluded that the

optimum angle of attack is between 8-12 degrees. The

reason is that at this range the ratio between the coefficient

of lift and the angle of attack is at its maximum. As a

result, it is reasonable to assume that in order to obtain

maximum lift from NACA4315 airfoil, the wing needs

to be positioned at 8-12 degrees with respect o to the

flight path. There is also a relationship between the

Figure 13. CL, CD vs. Angle of attack for actuator arrangement

M. Mashud, Md.A. Al Bari and Md.K. Ahmed / ISESCO Journal of Science and Technology - Volume 7, Number 12 (November 2011) (2-6)
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Figure 9. Cp Vs x/C at 12° angle of attack (without actuator) Figure 10. Cp Vs x/C at 12° angle of attack (with actuator)

Figure 11. Cp Vs x/C at 15° angle of attack (without actuator) Figure 12. Cp Vs x/C at 15° angle of attack (with actuator)



coefficients of lift and coefficient of drag shown in

Figure 13 although it is not so well defined. There was

significantly more drag than in testing done on the same

airfoil. This extra drag is assumed to be primarily caused

by imperfections in the airfoil construction and the

inaccuracies in the experiment. From Figure 14, it can

be concluded that the optimum angle of attack is between

10-14 degrees. Because in actuator arrangement-(b)

maximum lift and drag was observed between 10-14

degrees. This exponential rate of increase demonstrates

that if the angle of attack is increased any further the

drag will dominate lift and stall will occur.

M. Mashud, Md.A. Al Bari and Md.K. Ahmed / ISESCO Journal of Science and Technology - Volume 7, Number 12 (November 2011) (2-6)
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Conclusions

From the experimental investigations it has been observed that the flow separation on the airfoil can be delayed

20% of chord length by using the piezoelectric actuator on the upper surface. Flow separation occurs at 8° angle of

attack in the smooth surface. But in oscillating surface it occurs at 14° angle of attack. That indicates the piezo-

electric actuator surface successfully controls the flow separation and increases the lift force of an airfoil. The

frequency of the piezoelectric actuators was remaining constant throughout the experiment because of its own

motor speed limitation. So, in future it may be experimentally observed the flow separation effect on varying the

frequency of the piezoelectric actuator.
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1. Introduction

Although, from so many years ago human being

have been using various kinds of energy like wind, water

and etc; but none of them have been effective more

than the invention of engine. Nowadays, using internal

combustion engine have such a vital role in our life that

it seems impossible to live without using them.

Continues increase of the number of vehicles, the

distance travelled by each car, and existing so many

cars in the crowded areas, all are the reasons which

cause the problem of pollution. The issue becomes

even more essential as we consider that, each man does

the respiration for 22000 times during a day, and enter

approximately 15 kilogram air to his or her lugs.

Pollutants cause heart, genetically, and respiratory

diseases. Acid rain and ozone layer depletion are some

other harmful effects of pollution.

Among the engine pollutants, NOx pollutant is the

most harmful; toxicity of NO2 is 10 times more than

CO for human (Stocker and Seager, 1972).

According to the above information, simultaneous

decrease in engine emission particularly NOx is really

important. According to the pollutants formation me-

chanism, reducing in NOx leads increasing in UHC and

CO and vice versa. Therefore, we have to choose a

method which has the least effect on increasing the

other two species.

Exhausted Gas Recirculation method probably is

the simplest, most effective, and the most economic

method for reducing NOx (Ladommatos et al, 1998).

7

Abstract

E
xhaust Gas Recircu-

lation (EGR) is the

simplest and most applied

method to reduce the nit-

rogen oxides (NOx) in an

internal combustion engine.

However if the method

isn't applied correctly, it

can cause a considerable

fall in power and also higher increase of other pollutants.

Thus after determining of controlled quantities and pro-

per temperature of the EGR at which, maximum effi-

ciency together with minimum losses obtained, eva-

luation of the best inlet location of EGR for increasing

of positive effects and also for decreasing of detrimental

effects of EGR application was done. For this purpose,

initially, three injection locations with a suitable velo-

city were determined via

CFD modeling and then

the best location obtained

through experiments. Re-

sults indicated that the

proper determination of

inlet location of the EGR

cause a reduction on de-

trimental effects of in-

creasing unburned hydro-

carbons as well as homo-

geneous distribution and better induction of EGR among

cylinders. Finally EGR inlet at the rate of 10 percent at

70°C from four locations parallel to intake ports nearby

inlet valves via nozzles of 4 mm diameter showed to be

the best choice.

Keywords: EGR temperature, EGR location, Nitrogen

oxides.
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Some of researchers have used different amounts of

EGR, Air injection, and catalyst to control pollutants in

SI engines (Shehata and Abdel Razek, 2008). Vianna et

al (2005) have used increasing of compression ratio

and turbo charger methods while they have been using

EGR method; to reduce the pollution of SI engine and

prevent the reduction of engine performance (Vianna et

al, 2005). The effect of cooled and adiabatic EGR on

an engine is that, initially, the thermal efficiency of

engine increases, and reaches to the maximum; then it

decreases while the quantity of EGR was increasing

(Shyani and Caton, 2009).

Siewert et al (2001), by using experience and model,

compared the effect of three different locations for

entering EGR fluid, on heterogeneity distribution of

EGR. Desantes et al (2000), studied the simultaneous

usage of suction pressure and cooled EGR, in the diesel

engine. Diluting mixture with EGR, and increasing λ

were compared by Calnan et al (2000); eventually, they

became successful in decreasing fuel and NOx con-

sumption by using stratified EGR, which causes losses

decline in pumping.

As the inlet location of EGR fluid on air manifold

also increasing the velocity of that can have significant

effect on the EGR suction, cylinder to cylinder uniform

distribution of EGR, and better evaporation of injected

fuel; hence, after modeling air fluid and injecting EGR,

some locations were selected in this study for experi-

mental tests. Practically, these locations were tested by

optimized EGR flow in the best temperature.

2- Materials and methods

2.1. NO formation mechanism

There are too many suggested NO formation mecha-

nism. The extended Zeldovich mechanism (Heywood,

1988) which consists of three reactions and super

extended which consists of approximately 67 reactions

are two examples of these mechanisms. Forming NO is

slower in comparison with combustion process, and by

increasing the temperature of burned gases the speed

of NO formation will increase to an exponential

function. This is the extended Zeldovich mechanism,

which is the most important type of NO formation in a

combustion system, and is defined as below:

According to this mechanism, if there is enough

available oxygen and nitrogen in high temperature, NO

will be formed (high temperature causes the analysis of

N2 and O2 molecules to N and O atoms). While equiva-

lence ratio is in the range of 0.9 to 0.95, then CO and

UHC are in minimum quantity, consequently NO for-

mation will be in maximum.

2.2 Test bed

A test bed was used to perform the performance and

pollution tests (its scheme is illustrated in the Figure 1).

The equipment technical data of this cell are explained

in appendix A.

Exhausted gas is exited from channel No.4, as it is

illustrated in the figure. In this direction, thermocouple

No.5 is located to compare exhausted gas temperature

and the effect of EGR. EGR gas flow to surge tank.

No.10 and to the upper part of EGR orifice plate, which

has deferential water manometer No.17 by passing pipes

No.9. Therefore, EGR gas enter air manifold through

pipe No.21, to lead inside the engine with air. Several

of thermocouples were used to control the EGR tempe-

Y. Ajabshirchi, K. Sherafati, M. Taki / ISESCO Journal of Science and Technology - Volume 7, Number 12 (November 2011) (7-14)
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Figure 1. EGR circuit scheme on test bed

1- Engine, 2- engine dynamometer -

coupling, 3- dynamometer, 4- manifold and

exhausting pipe, 5 and 19- manometers,

6 and 19 thermocouples, 7- sampling valve,

8- toward output of exhaust, 9- EGR pipes,

10- surge tank,  11-20 and 24 drain valves

of Condensation water, 12- bypass valve,

13- EGR valve of surge tank, 14-EGR flow

regulator valve, 15 and 27- flow meter

valves, 16 and 25- flow meters,  17 and

26- manometers, 21- EGR pipe to mani-

fold, 22- air flow flexible pipe, 23- air

surge tank, 2 - EGR heater element.



rature, and the valve No.14 was use to control EGR

flow.

Inlet channel was made as diffuser shape (convergent

- divergent pipe), to have a higher speed of EGR as it

enters to manifold, additionally to reach more EGR.

2.3. Flow simulation

Due to examining the effect of location and EGR

increasing velocity on performance and pollution for-

mation, all inlet point must be tested. But the experts

do not do as mentioned; because it is so difficult and

costly, time consuming, engine and laboratory tools

depreciative. Instead of that, the air flow in the mani-

fold is being investigated by simulation before testing.

N= 2500rpm and throttle openness at 75% were

considered as basic test. Inlet mass flow by considering

the following conditions was chosen as inlet boundary

condition:

Pamb = 86248.8 Pa

Tamb = 309.7 K

m2

air = 0.019567 kg/s

Geometrical simulation inside the air manifold has

carried out by solid work 4400 software, and grid

generation of system has done by gambit V2. Air was

considered as chosen fluid.

The constant temperature at 313.15K and the wall

made from aluminum with 5mm thickness were consi-

dered as boundary condition.

Outlet mass flow was chosen as outlet boundary

condition. Firstly, output flow was chosen by opening

channel No.1 and other outputs of manifold were con-

sidered to be zero. Secondly, channel No.2 was opened

and other outputs were decreased to zero. According to

the similarity of channels No3 and 4 with the channels

No. 1and 2, there is no need to determine the pressure

of the channel No 3 and 4 again.

CFD simulation of basic flow (without EGR injection)

carried out by Fluent V6.0.12 software. Fluid was con-

sidered compressible and flow regime was turbulent.

Standard K-ε turbulence model was used for consi-

dering the effects of turbulent. Solution process was

considered segregated and was done implicitly. To have

a better grid, grid adaptation was performed based on

velocity gradient (Figure 2).

For better solution, segregated of second order was

used for solving momentum, turbulence and energy.

Accuracy evaluation of the model was carried out by

comparing model results with experimental pressure

measurement data (which was measured by pressure

sensor in air manifold).

2. 4. Suggesting appropriate locations for modeling

of EGR inlet

A) As high speed air can cause more turbulence and

better mixing of EGR with air, so the locations with

higher speed are better.

B) Locations have to be chosen in a way that, EGR

pressure is more than manifold pressure at inlet. In the

air manifold, wherever air pressure is lesser, the EGR

suction is more. This firstly causes more percentage of

EGR in the injection locations; secondly, injection of

EGR is done in a higher speed so the more turbulence

and therefore better mixture of EGR with air will occur.

C) Geometrical preference

- EGR inlet location have to be geometrically

symmetric, and fluid conditions (speed, pressure,

turbulence and etc) have to be symmetrical in
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A. Cylinder No. 1, induction          

B. Cylinder No. 2, induction

Figure 2. Manifold grid after adaptation



channels 1and 2 (or 3 and 4); to have the least

difference in EGR cylinder to cylinder distribution.

- Due to making the EGR temperature and compo-

sition variation to be minimum, it is better to put

EGR inlet as possible as closer to inlet valve.

- To have better evaporation of fuel, a location which

can centralize EGR in the injection point of fuel

(back of air valve and in front of injector) is

desirable.

16 different EGR inlet locations were selected,

according to above mentioned. (Figure 3)

After modeling EGR to manifold air flow and

considering inlet boundary condition; the results

were evaluated, and the best locations were carried

out for experimental tests according to the following

factors.

- As the temperatures of injected EGR and air

manifold are different, the constancy of cylinder
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Figure 3. Suggested velocities locations for EGR injection modeling



to cylinder distribution can be evaluated by consi-

dering the equal temperature for mixture in outlet

channel No 1 and 2 that open to air manifold

(Siewert et al, 2001).

- Inhomogeneous distribution of EGR in profile of

channel No.1 (or channel No.2) causes inhomo-

geneous in EGR distribution of inlet charge which

enters to the cylinder. In this case, EGR concen-

tration would be different in different locations of

combustion chamber (different distances from

spark plug). To have the best combustion process,

less concentration of EGR around spark plug would

be appropriate. Consequently, if EGR can be

centralized in the bottom of inlet channel, so it is

predicted to be circulated around the cylinder after

entering into it, and the liquid which is in the

middle of the cylinder (is provided from the top of

the cylinder) will have less EGR.

- In the bottom of the inlet channel, EGR concen-

tration (in 70°c) causes warming up in the wall

which is in front of injector and better evaporating

of fuel, which cause reduction of UHC formation.

- The obtained results from modeling of EGR inlet

show that, the shorter is the distance between

injection location and inlet valve, the less decrease

will happen in EGR temperature. Therefore, opti-

mum properties of EGR will be reserved.

According to the above information and the results

obtained from CFD, based on Figure 4, a1, d1, g1 were

selected as locations for experimental comparing and

evaluating in EGR injection.

3- Results and discussion

To perform experimental tests, the testing cell

which was described in the third paragraph was used.

Average of testing for at least three times, obtained the

last results. If coefficient of variance was more than

10% then the test would be performed one more time.

To determine the trend variation of different charts,

the least squares regression error was used based on

various mathematical models includes: linear, power,

logarithmic, exponential, and polynomial functions.

Eventually, polynomial function was the most appropriate

one for experimental data. Each of the points in the

diagram is the average of at least 120 data which are

automatically recorded by computer. Finally, they were

averaged by Excel 2000.

After comparing NO in this engine with similar

carburetor engines, the results show that NO emission

was 2.5 times more than carburetor engine of Peykan
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A1

Figure 4. EGR injection locations for comparing and experi-

mental tests

G1

D1



(Approximately 2265ppm) (Ajabshirchi et al, 2004);

So the paying more attention to environment become

more vital as result of that.

Keeping EGR warm enough in a wide temperature

range, and ability of engine for EGR suction at least 8%,

were two important factors which were considered for

evaluating the effects of EGR temperature on emission

and performance of engine. Various tests were conducted

on emission and performance at the speeds of 1500 to

3000 rpm (250 rpm as intervals) with the loads of 25%,

50%, 75% and 100% in the base condition (without EGR

injection). With considering this conditions; preparing

the proper temperature and quantity of EGR, vehicle

traffic inside and outside city, taking the costs and time

into on consideration, we came to conclusion that the

tests have to be limited. According to the above infor-

mation, the load of 75% and the speed of 3000 rpm

were selected for evaluating EGR temperature.

The variation of engine torque as a function of EGR

temperatures is shown in Figure 5. As it is seen, the

maximum torque of engine occurs when EGR tempe-

rature is about 63 °C. Increasing in the torque is result

of decreasing of EGR temperature to 63°C; because of

its effect on increasing of the volumetric efficiency.

Because of overcoming the negative effect of combustion

process on the positive effect of volumetric efficiency,

more decreasing of EGR temperature leads to decreasing

of torque.

Variation of NOx versus EGR temperature is illu-

strated in Figure 6. As it is shown in the figure,

decreasing in EGR temperature to 63 °C causes

decreasing in the temperature inside of the combustion

chamber; consequently, it causes decreasing in the con-

centration of NOx. But more decreasing of EGR tempe-

rature removes the effect of water steam on decreasing

combustion temperature; after all, NOx will be formed

more than before. As the changes in NOx +UHC are

similar with Figure 5, so they are not presented. Tests

were performed in the speed of 2000 rpm and the load

of 75% with the EGR injection of 10% and the tempe-

rature of 70 °C, to evaluate the effect of EGR inlet on

performance and emission.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of torque changes

among three different locations. As it is shown in the

figure, torque is significantly more than other cases in

Valve condition. (To make it easier, three equivalent

words are use as follow: Valve instead of g1, Plenum

instead of a1, and Port instead of d1). The reasons of that

issue are probably the effect of EGR inlet on better

evaporation of injection fuel from injector, and better

combustion of fuel. The other reasons are related to the

distance between EGR nozzle and inlet valve which is

too close in Valve condition and conservation the fluid

properties in entering to cylinder.

In the Figure 8 the effects of different locations on

brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) are illustrated.

As it is shown in the picture BSFC is minimum in the

Valve condition. Better evaporation of fuel and more

engine power in this condition are the reason of that.

BSFC in Valve condition is 2.18 % less than Port

condition, and 1.6 % less than Plenum condition.
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Figure 5. Variation of engine torque versus EGR temperature

Figure 6. Variation of NOx emission as a function of EGR

temperature

Figure 7. Torque variation versus three various location of EGR

fluid inlet



Figure 9 illustrates the effect of various locations

on NOx. As it is shown in the figure, NOx is minimum

in Plenum condition and is maximum in Valve con-

dition. Two important facture that cause changing of

NOx levels in different locations are:

A) As the Valve condition causes conservation the

EGR properties (especially temperature), there-

fore, it will decrease the temperature of com-

bustion chamber and decrease NOx.

B) But, in the Valve condition, better fuel evapo-

ration causes better combustion and increasing

in combustion temperature. Totally, the effect of

these factors increases NOx in the Valve con-

dition. However, according to the Figure 10,

NOx+UHC will be constant.
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Figure 8. BSFC variation as a function of various location of

EGR fluid inlet

Figure 10. Variation of NOx +UHC versus three various

locations of EGR fluid inletFigure 9. NOx emission variation as a function of three various

locations of EGR fluid inlet

Conclusions

In this study, so many tests were done to evaluate the effect of EGR and different EGR locations on SI injected

engine; the results are followed:

1- CO and UHC in injector engine were half of carburetor engine; but the average of  in injector engine was 2.5

times more than carburetor one.

2- Injecting 7 to 10 % EGR was the most effective amount in decreasing NOx, NOx +UHC  and its effect on the

other parameters is negligible.

3- If EGR is injected in the temperature about 70°C (a little more than dew point), the negative effects of it will

practically be less, also CO, UHC will be decreased, but NOx and NOx+UHC will be decreased more, instead.

4- The best locations for EGR inlet with various speeds were evaluated after modeling inlet flow to manifold;

then three points were selected.

5- Experimental testing of three various locations showed that the best choices are four points close to inlet

valve and parallel with manifold channel with the diameter of 4mm. It causes increase in torque and power and

decrease in NOx+UHC, UHC, BSFC in comparison with two other locations. However, CO is increased a bit.

6- EGR injecting at the levels of 7 to 10% at the temperature of 70°C in four points close to inlet valve causes

improvement in performance parameters of engine and decrease negative effects of EGR on UHC increase.
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Appendix

SI injector engine made by IRAN KHODRO Company with the

following technical specifications:

- Motor type: linear four-cylinder 

- Cylinder bore: 87.3 mm

- Stroke: 66.7 mm

- Volume displacement of pistons: 1598 cm3

- Compression ratio: 7.8 / 1 

- Maximum engine power: 71 HP in 5000 rpm

- Fuel injection system: MPFI

- ECU: SAGEM SL96

- Eddy current dynamometer (model: MPA130), made by

Mobtakeran Pars Andish Company, cooled water

- Air surge tank equipped with orifice plate at the capacity of 800

lit to determine mass rate of consumed air.

- Mass fuel meter

- Table of Sensors

- A computer for processing data acquired from sensors

- NOx Pollution meter made by SIGNAL company, model: 4000

VM, for determining NOx by using CLD method with the

precession of %±1 or 0.2pmm.

- Pollution meter made by Cussons Company, model: P8333, with

the precession of %±2 which is used for determining UHC by

using FID method and determining CO by using NDIR method.



1. Introduction

Since the 1973's drought, which marked the beginning

of the degradation of this vegetation and erosion of the

specific diversity, the Sahelian area vegetation of Burkina

Faso has been subject to many scientific works (Toutain

and Piot, 1980; Guinko 1984; Claude and al., 1991;

Ganaba, 2008). Apart from few studies such as Grouzis

(1988), Ganaba and Guinko (1995 et 1996), most of the

investigations did not concern buttes and reliefs. Thorough

investigations on butte vegetation done by Muller, (2008)

were only on herbaceous plants. Yet, buttes occupy 8 %

of Mare d'Oursi area landscape (Claude and al., 1991).

They could constitute a refuge area for biological diver-

sity. So in a context of plant biodiversity erosion and

degradation of woody stand in the area, it is necessary

to search for the floristic composition and the state of the

vegetation stands in all the landscape units. Data on

vegetation are of important utility in solving ecological

problems, especially as a foundation for predicting future

possible changes (Kent and Coker, 2003). It is in this

perspective that the present study has been consecrated

to butte related vegetation in order to contribute to the

existing data on vegetation.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Study area

The study area is located in the commune of Oursi,

Oudalan, province, Burkina Faso, West Africa (Grouzis,
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made using transects.
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1988; Claude and al., 1991; Figure 1). It is located in the

strict sahelian sector according to Guinko (1984). Mare

d'Oursi area is characterized by two distinctive seasons:

a dry season of about 9 months, and a rainy season of 3

months. The mean annual rainfall varies from 200 to

400 mm. Four important units characterized the area land-

scape: the dune systems; the thalwegs and depressions,

the reliefs and buttes, the big glacis (Claude and al., 1991).

The vegetation is made of thorny steppes dominated by

the Mimosaceae and banded thickets or tiger bush

(brousse tigrée) more or less eroded (Fontes and Guinko,

1995). The populations composed of Fulani, Tuareg and

Sonraï practice agriculture and agropastoralism.

2.2. Study sites

Investigations were done on two rocky buttes from

which the respective villages were named. Buttes are

elevations with flat summits and steep slopes. The first

butte called Kollel is located at 15 km south Mare of

Oursi and the second one, Tin-Ediar is located at 12 km

west. The first butte reaches its highest point at 448 m

and the second one at 498 m (Müller, 2008). Both buttes

are rich in lodestone (Joly et al., 1980). The slopes and

piedmonts are subjected to a strong dynamic of erosion

and gullyings (photo 1, 2, 3). Old structures of casting

iron have been observed with blasts furnaces relic

(photo n° 4).

2.3. Data collection

To evaluate the influence of elevation on the distri-

bution of plant species, a systematic sampling using

transects around the buttes was done, according to buttes

rise. A total of 8 and 6 transects, respectively for Kollel

and Tin-Ediar, were equidistant of 200 m. Along each

transect, subplots were realized every 50 m. Floristic and

vegetation inventory was made in 50 m x 20 m subplots

with 51 achieved releves for the two sites. All the species

found in these sub-plots were inventoried and identified.

Some parameters

of the site such as

GPS coordinates

and the topography

(slopes depression,

summit) were re-

corded. Dendro-

metric measures

concerned the trunk

diameter at 30 cm

above ground be-

cause of the rami-

fications and that

is according to Ga-

naba and Guinko

(1995). The trunk

height was visually

estimated.

2.4. Data analysis

The floristic

analysis consisted

in making a list of all the species inventoried. The main

biological types considered, in agreement with Raun-

kiaer's classification (1905) were: phanerophyts, trees,

shrubs, lianas, big grasses which caulinary apparatus is

more than 50 cm height, the chamephyts, plants which

caulinary apparatus does not exceed 50 cm height, the

hémicryptophytes, plants which bourgeons are very

proximate of the soil surface, the geophyts, plants which

survival bourgeons are buried in the soil, therophyts,

annual plants which perennity is assured by seeds during

rainy season.

A biological spectrum, showing the percentage of

species belonging to each biological type was generated.
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Figure 1. Study area location
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Sorensen Cs similarity coefficient was used to

compare the floristic composition of the two buttes.

Cs = 100* [2C/(A + B)]

With C = number of species that are common to the

two buttes; A = number of species recorded only on the

Kollel butte and B = number of species recorded only at

Tin-Ediar.

The frequency of woody species was computed based

on the idea according to which woody species better

reflect the ecological conditions (Thiombiano, 2005).

The following formula has been used to compute the

frequency: Fi = ni / N; where 

Fi = frequency of species i; ni = number of records

with species i; N = total number of records. The dominant

species were those with greatest number of individuals

and frequency higher than 40 % within buttes.

The demographic structure analysis was made using

releve and the histograms of each stand were the out-

comes of the average of the releves. Individuals of each

species were grouped into diameter classes with 5cm

interval according to their trunk seize and into height

classes with 1m interval according to their height. Expo-

nential curve trends were added to the histograms, as

they show the state of regeneration of the stand (Taïta,

1997). In order to support the demographic trends of the

four species populations, we adopted Condit and al.'s

methods (1998). This method consists of regressions

analysis of diameter classes' distribution of the studied

species. According to Lykke, 1998, regression analysis

gives precise indication on population structures. Two

variables are used in this method: the median of diameter

class which is the independent variable and the average

number of individuals (Ni) of each class which is the

dependent variable. Ni is obtained by making the ratio

number of class' individuals on the class width. The inde-

pendent variable is transformed into neperian logarithm

(ln) and the dependent variable into ln (Ni + 1) to count

for classes without individuals. From this transformation,

a logarithmic regression and the regression coefficient

R2 are computed. The slope value indicates the direction

of population's trend and that of R2 allows to perceive

the existence of a relationship between the numbers of

individuals and diameter classes. Therefore a negative

slope indicates a dominance of small diameter individuals

in the stand, and a positive slop reveals the dominance

of individuals with large diameter.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Woody flora diversity 

Twenty six (26) woody species were recorded (Table 2).

They were distributed into 14 genera and 10 families.

The dominant families were Mimosaceae (20 %),

Tiliaceae (16 %), Combretaceae (16 %) Capparidaceae

(16%). The other important families were Fabaceae (8%)

and Asclepiadaceae (8 %), (Figure 2). The biological

types were: phanerophytes (96 %) and chamephytes (4 %).
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TABLE 1. Frequency of woody species inventoried

58,82

49,02

47,05

45,09

45,09

37,25

31,37

27,45

27,45

25,49

19,60

19,60

17,64

17,64

15,68

15,68

13,72

9,80

7,84

7,84

5,88

5,88

3,92

1,96

1,96

1,96

Acacia raddiana Savi

Pterocarpus lucens Lepr. ex Guill.

Commifora africana (A. Rich.) Engl.

Leptadenia hastata (Pers.) Decne.

Acacia senegal (L.) Willd.

Boscia senegalensis (Pers.) Lam. ex Poir.

Combretum acualeatum Vent.

Maerua crassifolia Forsk.

Guiera senegalensis J.F.Gmel

Grewia bicolor Juss.

Grewia tenax (Forsk.) Fiori.

Combretum micranthum G.Don.

Caralluma retrospiciens (Ehr.) N.E.Br.

Boscia angustifolia A. Rich.

Grewia villosa Willd.

Acacia laeta R.Br. ex Benth.

Ziziphus mauritiana Lam.

Grewia flavescens Juss.

Balanites aegyptiaca (L.) Del.

Acacia nilotica (L.) Willd.

Leptadenia pyrotechnica (Forssk.) Decne.

Euphorbia balsamifera Ait.

Cadaba glandulosa Forssk.

Dalbergia melanoxylon G. et Perr.

Combretum glutinosum Perrot. ex DC.

Acacia seyal Del.

FrequencySpecies
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TABLE 2. Density of woody species according to elevation

1,8 ± 0,84

0,4 ± 0,56

24,4±11,87

22,6± 4,24

0,2 ± 0,28

1,8 ± 2,45

0,4 ± 0,56

4,4 ± 1,13

0,6 ± 0,28

8,4 ± 5,65

4,8 ±1,96

8,6 ± 9,33

0,8 ± 1,13

1 ± 0,28

3 ± 0,28

1,4 ± 0,84

1,2 ± 0,56

4 ± 1,13

3,8 ± 0,28

12,4± 2,26

1,8 ± 0,84

1,28 ± 0,61

0,28 ± 0,40

17,42 ± 8,48

16,14 ± 3,03

0,14 ± 0,20

1,28 ± 1,81

0,28 ± 0,40

3,14 ± 0,80

0,36 ± 0,51

0,42 ± 0,21

6 ± 4,04

0,36 ± 0,51

3,42 ± 1,21

6,14 ± 6,66

0,57 ± 0, 80

0,71 ± 0,21

1,43 ± 1,01

2,14 ± 0,20

1 ± 0,60

0,85 ± 0,41

2,85 ± 0,80

2,71 ± 0,20

8,85 ± 1,61

1,28 ± 0,60

1,42 ± 0,67

0,32 ± 0,44

19,36 ± 9,43

17,94 ± 3,36

0,15 ± 0,22

1,42 ± 2,02

0,31 ± 0,44

3,49 ± 0,89

0,47 ± 0,22

6,66 ± 4,48

3,80 ± 1,34

6,83 ± 7,41

1,11 ± 1,57

0,63 ± 0,89

0,79 ± 0,22

2,38 ± 0,22

1,11 ± 0,67

0,95 ± 0,44

3,17 ± 0,89

3,02 ± 0,22

9,84 ± 1,79

1,42 ± 0,67

4,76 ± 2,24

1,05 ± 1,49

64,55 ± 31,42

59,78± 11,22

0,52 ± 0,74

4,76 ± 6,73

1,05 ± 1,49

11,64 ± 2,99

1,58 ± 0,74

22,22 ± 14,96

12,69 ± 4,48

22,75 ± 24,69

2,11 ± 2,9

2,64 ± 0,74

7,93 ± 0,74

3,70 ± 2,24

3,17 ± 1,49

10,58 ± 2,9

3,33 ± 4,73

10,05 ± 0,74

32,81 ± 5,98

4,76 ± 2,24

Acacia laeta R.Br. ex Benth.

Acacia nilotica (L.) Willd.

Acacia raddiana Savi.

Acacia senegal (L.) Willd.

Acacia seyal Del.

Balanites aegyptiaca (L.) Del.

Boscia angustifolia A. Rich.

Boscia senegalensis (Pers.) Lam. ex Poir.

Cadaba glandulosa Forssk.

Caralluma retrospiciens (Ehr.) N.E.Br.

Combretum acualeatum Vent

Combretum glutinosum Perrot. ex DC

Combretum micranthum G.Don.

Commiphora africana (A. Rich.) Engl.

Dalbergia melanoxylon G. et Perr.

Euphorbia balsamifera Ait.

Grewia bicolor Juss.

Grewia flavescens Juss.

Grewia tenax (Forsk.) Fiori.

Grewia villosa Willd.

Guiera senegalensis J.F.Gmel

Leptadenia hastata (Pers.) Decne.

Leptadenia pyrotechnica (Forssk.) Decne.

Maerua crassifolia Forsk.

Pterocarpus lucens Lepr. ex Guill.

Ziziphus mauritiana Lam.

[0 -100 m] [100-200 m] [200-300 m] [300-350 m]Woody species

TABLE 3. Mean density and species richness by elevation interval

145,83 ± 38,41

145,5± 0,71

148,75 ± 97,22

255,83 ± 27,11

5 ± 3

6 ± 3

6 ± 2

7 ± 1

21

24

22

22

[0-100 m]

[100-200 m]

[200-300 m]

[300-400 m]

Density mean Species number mean Total presence indexInterval



Seventeen (17) species were inventoried at Kollel

butte and twenty four (24) at Tin Edjar. The species found

exclusively at Kollel were Euphoria balsamifera and

Acacia seyal. The species found exclusively at Tin Edjar

were Combretum micranthum, Combretum glutinosum,

Grewia flavencens, Leptadenia pyrotechnica, Dalbergia

melonoxylon, Cadaba glandulosa, Guiera senegalensis,

Boscia angustifolia, Maerua crassifolia.

The computed Sorensen similitary coefficient was

higher than 50 % (Cs = 126,8 %) and expressed the strong

similitary existing between the flora of the two buttes.

Five (5) species (Acacia senegal, Acacia raddiana,

Pterocarpus lucens, Commiphora africana, Leptadenia

hastata) had a frequency higher than 40 % and twenty

one (21) species had a frequency lower than 40 %

(Table 3). Woody species that had a high number of

individuals compared to other species, and a frequency

higher than 40 % were: Acacia senegal, Acacia raddiana,

Pterocarpus lucens and Commiphora africana (Figure 3).

They were considered as the dominant species in both

buttes.

The floristic richness of both buttes represented 17 %

of the sahelian area floristic richness which is composed

of about 400 plant species according to previous inves-

tigations (Toutain, 1976; Grouzis and Ngarsari, 1981;

Grouzis, 1988 ; etc). The dominance of Mimosaceae in

the woody stratum is due to the resistance of this family

to climatic aridity (Grouzis, op. cit.). the strong similarity

of both buttes is due to the edaphic substratum. Indeed

both buttes are rich in lodestone according to Joly and

al.'s investigations (1980). According to Müller (2008),

the floristic composition of “inselbergs” buttes and hills,

of Sahelian region of Burkina Faso depends on their

geology and location.

3.2. Influence of elevation on density and species

distribution

Woody specific richness increased with elevation.

The average number of species by subplot increased

from 5 at the bottom to 7 to the top of the butte. Besides,

the number of species inventoried by level of elevation

went from 21 for 0-100 m section to 24 for the 100-

200m section, 22 for the 200-300 m section and also for

the 300-350 m section (Table 3).

Density increased with elevation in both buttes. It

increased from 145 individuals/ha for 0-100 m level to

255 individuals/ha for the 300-350 at the top of the butte

(Table 3). Many species which have become rare and

only found in the drainage axes, well existed on buttes.

They were: Boscia angustifolia, Boscia senegalensis,

Cadaba glandulosa, Caralluma retrospiciens, Combretum

micranthum, Commiphora africana, Dalbergia melano-
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Figure 2. Taxonomic spectrum of woody vegetation

Figure 3. Number of individual of woody species recorded at both buttes
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xylon, Grwia bicolor, Grewia flavescens, Grewia tenax,

Grewia billosa and Pterocarpus lucens. Therefore, the

density of most of the species increased as we move

towards the top of the buttes. For example Acacia senegal

had densities of 22, 16, 17 and 59 individuals/ha for the

different elevation sections respectively from 100m

(Table 2). Some species were found on specific location.

It was the case of Cadaba glandulosa, Grewia flavescens

and Combretum glutinosum recorded at 100-200 m ele-

vation, Dalbergia melanoxylon at 200-300 m and Lepta-

denia pyrotechnica at 300-350 m elevation (Photo 6).

The woody vegetation becomes thicker with the

elevation. This increase in species richness and woody

density could be explained by the reduction of anthropic

actions with elevation level and also by non measured

climatic and pedological characteristics.

A comparison between the richness of buttes woody

flora and that obtained by Ganaba (2008), in other units

(glacis, piedmont, thalwegs depression and dunes) showed

that elevation has a positive impact on vegetation diver-

sity. Indeed, in these units, the greatest number of woody

species is 23 compare to 26 for buttes. In the other hand,

the confrontation of the average woody density of buttes

and that of other units of the landscape obtained by

Ganaba and Guinko (1995) also revealed a positive

influence of the elevation on woody density. These

authors mentioned an average density of 434/ha, 103/ha,

299/ha, 123/ha for depressions, glacis, dunes and fields

respectively. For buttes the average density obtained was

238,6/ha. So, drainage axes have a higher density than

buttes. The inventories made in 2010 (Ganaba, unpub-

lished data) show a floristic richness less equal to 21

species in all the units of the landscape and woody den-

sities lower than 200 individuals/ha in all units except

the drainage exes of tiger bushes. Then, we can state

that elevation had favorable effect on woody vegetation

at the floristic richness level as well as the density one.

3.3. Demographic structure of the dominant species

Diameter and height class distributions of individuals

expressed the horizontal and vertical stand structures of

the four (4) dominant species. These structures were

illustrated by histograms with an «L» form for stands of

Acacia raddiana, Acacia senegal, and Commiphora

africana stands (Figures 4, 5, 6). «L» forms indicate

stable populations with strong proportion of young indi-

viduals (Taïta, 1997; Ouédraogo, 2006). The exponential

trends curves associated to the histograms were de-

creasing. For Pterocarpus lucens stand, the histograms

tended to show a bell shap form which revealed insta-

bility (Figure 7). The regression analysis gave negative

slopes and high values of regression coefficient for the

four stands (Table 4). Stands of Acacia raddiana, Acacia

senegal and Commiphora africana were stable and young.

The  «L» form of the histograms, the decreasing tendency

of the exponential curves, the negative slopes and the

high value of regression coefficient confirm the stability

of the stand of these three species. Population renewal is

secured for these species because of the numerous young

individuals. Such species are said founding because they

secure their continuity within the stand. Pterocarpus

lencens stand is unstable. This instability is due to a low

regeneration potentiality and to the high mortality rate

Figure 4. Demographic structure of Acacia raddiana
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Figure 5. Demographic structure of Acacia senegal

Figure 6. Demographic structure of Commiphora africana

Figure 7. Demographic structure of Pterocarpus lucens
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of juveniles of this species (Ganaba and Guinko, 1996),

(Photo 5). The diameter class distribution of individuals

showed a predominance of adult individuals over juve-

niles. The low representation of young individuals indi-

cates a weak regeneration potential (Ngom and al., 2009)

for the species.

TABLE 4. Value of slope (a) and regression coefficient (R2)

by species

y = -04969x + 3,0551

y = -03594x + 2,5188

y = -03565x + 2,4176

y = -05937x + 3,8108

0,9092

0,7281

0,9336

0,8837

Acacia raddiana 

Acacia senegal

Commiphora africana

Pterocarpus lucens

Pente (a) R2Woody species

Conclusion

Buttes play an important ecological role in the landscape of Mare d'Oursi area, by preserving the floristic

richness and the density. They present a more diversified flora than the other units of the landscape. Then, elevation

is a factor of preservation of vegetation diversity and conservation plants resources in sahelian zone. Some species

such as Acacia senegal, Acacia raddiana and Commiphora africana which have stable stands revealed a potential

to secure the continuity of woody stands. Others such as Pterocarpus lucens present a relative unstability.
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1. Introduction

There have been several studies devoted to predict

the plume dispersion in environment. M. Bady et al. [1]

studied the concentrations and distributions of CO and

NO in an urban area by comparing between GPM and

CFD analysis. The GPM of a point source was applied

and concentration at any receptor was calculated by

applying the principle of superposition. Numerical ana-

lysis was performed using the CFD code STAR-CD in

order to simulate the wind flow over the area considered

by applying the standard k-3 turbulent model. Their study

reflects the disadvantage of using GPM to predict the

concentrations in cases of high densely built-up areas

since that model didn't take the buildings effect into

consideration. They concluded that the GPM is compu-

tationally much more efficient, compared with the CFD

simulations regarding the time and modeling effort

especially in large scale studies, but unfortunately, it is

very poor in predicting the actual concentrations values

in cases of high densely built up areas. Ted Stathopoulos

et al. [2] studied the effect of stack height, stack location

and rooftop structures on air intake contamination using

field and wind tunnel experiments. Tracer gas expe-

riments were carried out on the roof of a 3-storey building

in downtown Montreal, Canada. Sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)

was emitted from either a 1 m or 3 m tall stack and the

tests were performed for both low and high exhaust

speeds. Wind tunnel simulations of the field tests were

conducted with appropriate boundary conditions. Their

study suggested that the best position of the stake is at

the center of the roof. In this way, the leading edge

recirculation zone is avoided. Furthermore, the required

plume height to avoid contact with leeward wall

receptors is minimized. Julia E. Flaherty et al. [3] simu-

lated plume dispersion in urban Oklahoma city by CFD
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analysis. They used GAMBIT 2.2.30 for modeling

geometry and creating mesh. FLUENT 6.2.16 (Fluent

Inc. 2003) was employed for numerical study. Steady-

state computations with the standard k-ε turbulence clo-

sure and Reynolds stress closure models were utilized.

The paper compared the results of CFD modeling with

data collected during the Joint Urban 2003(JU03) field

campaign conducted in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, USA.

Their study concluded that Reynolds stress model did

not reveal a significant improvement over k-ε model

and faster computation from the k-ε model is preferred.

B. Blocken et al. [4] evaluated numerically the pollutant

dispersion in built environment. The simulation was

done in neutrally stable atmospheric boundary layer

with the commercial code Fluent 6.1. The results were

compared with the GPM, the semi-empirical ASHRAE

model, wind tunnel and full-scale measurements. It was

shown that in all three cases and with all turbulence

models tested, the lateral plume spread was significantly

underestimated. The paper concluded that the dispersion

of plumes from the isolated stacks could generally be

predicted within a factor of 3 in the vertical stack centre

plane that is parallel with the wind direction.

From the above discussions it is clear that many

studies had been conducted to understand the flow

pattern and dispersion of plume in urban environment.

However, the details of the wind effects on plume

dispersion have been little studied. Therefore, the

objective of this study was set as to evaluate the plume

characteristics in neutral environment with different

wind conditions.

2. Numerical modeling

2.1. Governing equations

Ansys CFX 12.0 was employed for CFD analysis

and Ansys ICEM CFD for mesh generation. As the sug-

gestion made by Flaherty [3] was followed to use stan-

dard k-ε model, so in Ansys cfx 12.0 the Navier stokes

equation is modified for continuity and momentum

equations. The equations become:

Where,

The transport equation of plume in wind is followed by:

Wind at inlet was assumed to have a profile which

follows the power law, suggested by C S Rao [5]. The

equation is:

u/u1 = [z/z1]a

Where, u & u1 is the velocities of wind at z m & z1

m from ground and a = 0.14 was taken (C S Rao [5]).

2.2. Domain modeling

To determine the distance from the sides of the do-

main (Figure 1) to the closest building surfaces, the ge-

neral guideline of Lb+ 4wm was applied (J.D. McAlpine

et al. [6]). According to them, experiment of meteo-

rology revealed that the 98th percentile wind is 8 m/s, 90th

percentile wind is 5 m/s, and the mean wind is 3 m/s.

Therefore, the wm is 8. The high rise building is
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Figure 1. Computational domain. 

Figure 2. Illustration of building wake boundary, recirculation

zones, turbulence zones, and streamlines (from Wilson, 1979)



30 meters tall, 30 meters long, and 20 meters wide, so

the high rise building's Lb is 20. With Lb+4wm=52, the

corresponding domain sides will be located at 50m

(rounded to simplify the model creation process) from

the high rise building. The top of the domain will be

90m above the surface. The low rise building is 7 meters

tall, 40 meters long and 20 meters wide. Then Lb+4wm=39

gives a guideline distance of 40m to place the domain

walls from the faces of the low rise building. According

to ASHRAE geometric design method (Figure 2): For

low rise building, Bs = 7m, BL= 20m. So, R = Bs
0.67 BL

0.33

= 9.9, Hc = 0.22R = 2.18, Xc = 0.5R = 4.95, Lc = 0.9R =

8.91, Lr = 1.0R = 9.9. Dimensions of the recirculation

zones are expressed in terms of the R, it was found that

the best possible way to avoid all the zones created by

air is to place the stack at the middle position (Statho-

poulos et al. [2]) of the roof top structure, as the present

model was compared with GPM which is used for the

prediction of conical and undisturbed plume.

2.3. Boundary conditions

Air was taken at 25°C and 1atm, acting as ideal gas.

Plume emission temperature was assumed below 50°C.

So, according to Rao [5] the non buoyant plume was

achieved. To model the turbulence, standard k-ε model

(Julia E. Flaherty et al. [3]) was selected with medium

intensity which defines 5% intensity with viscosity ratio

(µt/µ) of 10. The walls of buildings were considered as

smooth wall. Wall influence on the flow was considered

as no slip. The sides (except the wind inlet) of the domain

were taken as openings (Figure 1).

3. Analytical modeling (GPM)

Considering ground deflection the GPM equation for

continuously releasing point source under steady state

condition is:

Mass emission rate was assumed as 0.1kg/sec at

stack height of 5m (hs). As non buoyant plume was

considered the equation for plume rise is (ASME, C S

Rao [5]):

∆H = Ds (Vs/u)1.4

Where, diameter of vent, Ds= 0.4m, plume velocity

at vent, Vs=17.5 m/s, wind velocity at vent u = 3 m/s

(Stathopoulos et al. [2]). Hence effective Plume height

can be calculated by,

h = hs+ ∆H

The vertical distribution (σz) and crosswind distri-

bution (σy) was obtained by the formulas developed by

EPA for ISC model:

σz = axb

Where, x (km) is the distance from source to the spe-

cific point at which the concentration is to be found.

Values of a and b depend on x.

σy = 465.11628x (tan Θ)

Θ = 0.017453293(c - d ln(x))

Values of a, b, c, d were obtained for Pasquill stability

category D (neutral) from the table suggested by

Guenther [7].

4. Grid sensitivity test

As GPM cannot be applied within the first 100m of

source point the distance between the buildings was made

200m. Isolated stack is ideal case for GPM approach. So,

the numerical result with analytical result was compared

for isolated stack within the first 100m from point source.

Five different mesh parameters were considered: 1.98

million, 2.97 million, 3.87 million & isolated stack with

2.58 million tetrahedral meshes [density was considered

in the path of Plume] and 1.44 million tetrahedral meshes

without density in the path of Plume dispersion. B. Blocken

et al. [4] found that lateral or cross wind plume dispersion

is severely underestimated in calculations. So, the results

of numerical and analytical were compared in crosswind

distribution of plume along x direction and at a height of

plume centerline (z = 16.72m from ground) in the three

dimensional coordinate system to find the best possible

meshing parameter. Studying the graphs (Figure 3) for

less than x =100m: As the meshing parameter increases

centerline plume concentration increases and crosswind

dispersion decreases. As the distance increases the con-

centration in plume centerline decreases. The isolated

stack is the best fit with 2 million meshing for the first

90m, as for other cases crossing between curves occur

in lateral distances. Now considering graphs (Figure 3),

showing distribution of plume for distances x = 100m

and above: Centerline concentration increases with
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increase in mesh parameter and overlaps or crossing

between curves occur in far distances. Considering all

the mesh parameters, 2 million mesh parameter maintains

almost consistent concentration ratio with isolated stack

and GPM. For other mesh parameter serious crossing

over between curves occurs. So the decision was made

to use about 2 million meshing parameter for further

case study. With this meshing concentration can be

predicted within a factor of 3 or some cases better pre-

diction can be obtained considering GPM (B. Blocken

et al [4]).

Five wind conditions were considered, they are:

Wind speed 3m/s, 4m/s, 5m/s perpendicular to upwind

building surface and Wind speed 3m/s at an angle 26.57

& 13.5 degree clockwise from the vertical plane which

is perpendicular to upwind building surface.

4.1. Case study: Wind speed 3m/s

From Figure 4a it is observed that Plume enters in to

the recirculation zone at the bottom of high rise building.

It deflects towards the low rise building from high

building's incident wall. Concentration is higher around
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Figure 3. Lateral/

crosswind plume

dispersion at different

distances from point

source.

Figure 4. Visualization, high rise building, low rise building and ground level plume concentration distribution at different wind conditions.

Wind speed: a. 3m/s, b. 4m/s, c. 5m/s, d. 3m/s (26.57 degree), e. 3m/s (13.5 degree). f. wind velocity vector at different velocities.



high rise building at ground and decreases with increase

in distance. Concentration is higher at the lower part of

the building and decreases to the top. Plume returns to the

wall of low rise building which is parallel and adjacent

to the side of the incident wall of high rise building. It

can be seen that the adjacent wall is affected greatly with

side walls partly.

4.2. Case study: Wind speed 4m/s

From Figure 4b it is found that Plume enters greatly

in to the recirculation zone at the lower part of high rise

building. As the wind speed is higher, the wind pressure

near the incident wall of high rise building will be

greater than the adjacent wall of low rise building. So,

the plume will be dragged to the low rise building's sur-

face in large amount due to pressure difference. It is also

observed that the higher concentration zone is partly

shifted towards low rise building's surroundings. In low

rise building the adjacent wall, side walls and rooftop

are affected. Moreover, the concentrations are greater

than that predicted in 3m/s wind velocity condition.

4.3. Case study: Wind speed 5m/s

From Figure 4c it is found that as the wind speed is

higher than previous case, the wind pressure difference

is greater between the incident wall of high rise building

and the adjacent wall of low rise building. So, the plume

will be dragged to the low rise building's surface (greater

than previous case). It is also observed that the higher

concentration zone is still shifting towards low rise

building's surroundings. Considerable amount of plume

reaches the side surfaces of the low rise building which

indicates that the recirculation energy has increased than

previous cases with increased wind speed. Furthermore,

the concentrations are greater than that predicted in 4m/s

wind condition. Above all, as the wind speed is increasing

the high concentration zone is shifting from high rise

building towards the low rise building due to recirculation

energy increase resulting from wind pressure difference

between the two djacent walls.

4.4. Case study: Wind speed 3m/s (26.57° flow angle)

From Figure 4d: Plume escapes the recirculation

zone due to change of wind direction. Pollutant concen-

tration is higher far away from the two buildings. Side

surface of high rise building is partly affected by plume

which is negligible. As the plume doesn't enter the recir-

culation zone the low rise building remains unaffected.

4.5. Case study: Wind speed 3m/s (13.5° flow angle)

From Figure 4e: Plume escapes the recirculation zone

due to change of wind direction. The concentration con-

tour starts from the side surface of high rise building.

Considering effect of plume, right surface is greatly

affected as the plume is deflected by the right corner of

the building. The left side remains unaffected. The low

rise building also remains unaffected. Above all, as the

flow angle of wind increases the effect of plume on the

two buildings decreases.
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Conclusions

Outdoor air quality is seriously hampered due to poor urbanization. Different wind conditions affect the

dispersion of plume from various sources. Whatever the concentration found by numerical analysis in above studies

is underestimated comparing with GPM. Main features of this study can be identified as following: 

a) Emission from low rise buildings stack affects the surrounding depending on the strength of effluent.

b) Smoke or plume is less harmful if it can be well dispersed in environment which is directly related to the

wind direction and velocity. 

c) Our study was limited but it signifies that for densely populated area the effect of plume dispersion is greater

as plume will not be able to escape easily.

d) Recirculation zone in the passage between two buildings is responsible for the smoke distribution and as the

velocity of wind increases the greatly affected area partly shifts from high rise building towards low rise

building's surrounding.
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ρ =

µ =

µt =

ε =

k =

σk =

σε =

Pk =

Cε1 =

Cε2 =

Cµ =

U =

P’ =

B =

Φ =

Nomenclature

density or concentration.

molecular (dynamic) viscosity.

turbulent viscosity.

turbulence dissipation rate.

turbulence kinetic energy per unit mass.               

k-ε turbulence model constant (1.0).

k-ε turbulence model constant (1.3).

shear production of turbulence 

k-ε turbulence model constant (1.44).

k-ε turbulence model constant (1.92).

k-ε turbulence model constant (0.09).

vector of wind velocity at x, y, z coordinate.

modified pressure.

sum of body forces. 

conserved quantity per unit volume or concentration.

Φ =

DΦ =

Sct =

SΦ =

Lb =

Wm =

R =

Bs =

BL =

Hc =

Xc =

Lc =

Φ = Φ/ρ conserved quantity per unit mass.

kinematic diffusivity for scalar.

turbulence Schmidt number.

volumetric source term, with units of conserved

quantity per unit volume per unit time.

lowest parameter of building's dimension.

highest wind speed.

scaling length.

the smaller parameter of upwind building's height or

width.  

the larger parameter of upwind building's height or width.

Hc = Maximum height of the roof recirculation zone.

Xc = The distance from the leading edge to Hc.

Lc = Length of the roof recirculation zone. 

Lr = Length of the building wake zone.



1. Introduction

Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) power generation

involves the conversion of solar or other thermal energy

to electrical energy through the use of PV converters

that respond to middle-wavelength infrared radiation.

Photovoltaic devices developed for most TPV appli-

cations have band-gaps ranging from 0.5 eV to 0.75

eV. Most work on TPV devices has concentrated on

III-V semiconductors InGaAs on InP (typically Eg =

0.5-0.73 eV, but limited by lattice mismatch to the high

band-gap ranges) [1], or InGaAsSb on GaSb (limited

to Eg > 0.5 eV by the miscibility gap) [2]. Although

III-V ternary and quaternary semiconductors have

widely tuneable spectral responses, miscibility gaps

and lattice mismatch constraints limit the practical

range of band-gaps in most of these systems. System

modelling results have indicated the advantages of still

lower band-gap (< 0.5 eV) TPV cells [3, 4]. A maxi-

mum efficiency and maximum power density can be

achieved with band-gaps between 0.2-0.5 eV for black

body sources temperature in the range of 1200K to

2500K. This band-gaps range is considerably lower than

almost all conventional TPV cells. Thus, there is a need

for significant development in both new materials used

for TPVs and in processing, to produce high perfor-

mance TPV converters with lower band gaps. An alter-

native to InGaAs on InP, and InGaAsSb on GaSb sub-

strate are less developed epitaxial InAsSbP lattice

matched structures on InAs or GaSb substrates [5-7].

Lattice-matched InAs/InAsSbP TPV cells have variable

band-gaps ranging from 0.3 to 0.5 eV, that displace the
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spectral response to the long wavelength range, which

is impossible to cover by GaSb based materials.

TPV energy conversion systems consist of a radiant

heat source, a selective optical filter, and a TPV cell,

which is a semiconductor p-n junction. Input power to

the TPV cell is provided by a heat source, which has a

high emitter temperature. The emitter temperature is

generally dictated by practical constraints: low tempe-

rature results in low TPV converter electrical power

output and long system lifetime, while the opposite is

true at high temperatures. TPVs are low direct-band

gap semiconductors, that can convert all photons with

energies higher or equal to their band gap, which is

typically close to the energy corresponding to the irra-

diant peak in the emitter spectrum. The main difference

between solar cells and TPV systems is that a selective

optical filter is used to reflect the radiation that cannot

be absorbed by the TPV cell, back to the emitter to re-

heat it. This improves the TPV system efficiency and

keeps the converter and its support structure cooler.

Unlike solar cells, the power   density is significantly

larger in TPV systems since the source is very close to

the cell. In addition to the research efforts of the scien-

tific community, the industry has also been actively

interested in TPV systems as power generators, parti-

cularly in the field of space, automobiles, and special

applications since early 1990s [8]. The key advantages

of the TPV systems over other energy conversion devices

are the versatility of the heat source and the absence of

any moving parts. Utilization of the waste heat, dumped

into the atmosphere by different industries, as energy

sources in TPV generators can result in considerable

energy savings. A variant of TPV systems called

microthermophotovoltaic (MTPV) devices has been

developed in recent years as power devices for micro-

electromechanical systems. Miniaturization of electronic

gadgets, such as notebook computers, cell phones, iPods,

etc., has resulted in increasing demands on the power

sources for MEMS devices. However, the most obvious

drawbacks of TPV devices are their low conversion

efficiency and low throughput due to a large amount of

unusable radiation. One possible solution of increasing

the power output is the application of the principles of

microscale radiation to TPV systems. For example, the

efficiency can be increased by using micro/nanostructured

emitters and filters [8].

Mid-IR sensor technology has influenced our

everyday life and many opportunities will revolve

around finding new ways and innovative uses of IR

sensor technology not only for special but also for civil

applications. Homeland security is the emerging market

for dual purpose driven IR sensors. The market potential

of portable IR sensor systems will be driven by the

desire for reduced system cost, size and mass con-

currently improving the performance. From this point

of view photoconductive cells (PCC) can provide a very

economic and technically superior solution for many

applications where the presence or absence of light is

sensed (digital operation) or where the intensity of

light needs to be measured (analog operation) [9-12].

From the other hand, in recent years, much research

effort has been focused on quantum dots (QDs) and

wires [13-15] due to their modified density of states,

fascinating optoelectronic properties and device appli-

cations in areas such as lasers, photodetectors and other

electronic devices. Among quantum dot and wire fabri-

cating techniques, self-organized Stranski-Krastanov

method [16] is an important one by which dislocation-

free dots, elongated islands and wires can be produced.

By this method, when the islands are in minimum size,

quantum dots are circular. Indeed, above a certain

critical thickness, the growth mode switches from the

conventional layer-by-layer (i.e. two-dimensional, 2D)

to a 3D growth mode due to the accumulation of elastic

energy in the strained layer that, first, partially relaxes

by spontaneously nucleating small islands of strained

material and, later, by creating misfit dislocations. These

self assembled islands are so small (5-30 nm wide and

0.6-8 nm high, depending on the material and growth

conditions) and homogeneous that they exhibit a strong

3D confinement and behave as QDs. For fundamental

physics, some phenomena such as the interaction bet-

ween coupled dots and the resolution of the quantum

states in current-voltage characteristics [17] have been

also observed. For optoelectronic devices, it is critical

to prepare ordering and uniform QDs. In general,

quantum dots have better optical properties than other

quantum nanostructures since electrons and holes are

trapped in all three dimensions. This leads to a _-like

electronic density of states where the energy levels are

totally quantized, which allows for better device per-

formance, such as higher gain and lower threshold

currents, less temperature sensitive threshold current

and emission wavelength and longer wavelengths to

mid-infrared region in laser structures. To increase the
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responsivity and operating temperature of infrared

detectors as well as the efficiency of PV solar cells [18].

In this paper we report our efforts to fabricate the p-

InAsSbP/n-InAs diode heterostructures and the mono-

crystalline n-InAs based photoconductive cells with

and without quantum dots for TPV and other special

mid-infrared applications.

2. Experimental procedures 

For the fabrication of QDs and the growth of quater-

nary InAsSbP emitter cap layer the conventional and

“step-cooling” versions of liquid phase epitaxy (LPE)

have been employed. The samples were grown using a

slide-boat crucible. In contrast to other growth techniques

as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal organic

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) LPE operates

comparatively closer to thermodynamically equilibrium.

To ensure a high purity of the epitaxial layers the entire

growth process has performed under a pure hydrogen

atmosphere. The InAs substrates used in this work were

11mm in diameter, (100) oriented, undoped, having

background electron concentration of 2x1016 cm-3. The

quaternary alloy InAs0,742Sb0,08P0,178 which were used

in this work as a base material is conveniently lattice-

matched to InAs. For the growth solution formation the

7N indium, 6N antimony, undoped InAs and InP crystals

were used. The p-type InAsSbP cap layers with

p~1018cm-3 were grown from the Zn-doped growth

solution. For these layers epitaxy step cooling LPE

technique was performed at T=5500C initial tempe-

rature from oversaturated on _T=1-70C solution. The

thicknesses of quaternary emitter layers were equal ~3-

5 _m. The high resolution SEM-EDAX and AFM tech-

niques are used for the investigation and characterization

of QDs morphology, dimensions (size and shape) and

distribution density.

3. Results and discussion 

Details of the fabricated and investigated TPV diode

heterostructures and photoconductive cells with and

without QDs are summarized and presented in Table 1.

The cross-sectional view of samples 1, 2 and 3 are

schematically sketched in Figure 1. The high resolution

SEM image of the photoconductive cell's surface

(Sample 3) with the unencapsulated InAsSbP quater-

nary QDs and nano-pits is presented in Figure 2. The

QDs average density ranges from 3 to 8x109 cm-2, with

heights and widths dimensions from 4 nm to 20 nm and

15 nm to 35 nm respectively.
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TABLE 1. Details of the investigated TPV and photoconductive cells.

TPV cell 

TPV cell 

Photoconductive cell

Photoconductive cell 

Photoconductive cell 

Photoconductive cell 

- - - 

with QDs inside p-n junction

spatial charge region 

with QDs and nano-pits on the

substrate surface 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4

Sample 5

Sample 6

Modification LayerNo

n-InAs

n-InAs

n-InAs

n-InAs

n+-InAs

n+-InAs

Substrate 

p-InAs1-x-ySbxPy 

p-InAs1-x-ySbxPy 

- - - 

- - - 

n-InAs 

- - - 

Quantum dots

Figure 1. Schematic view of the grown TPV structures (Samples 1, 2) and QDs photoconductive cell (Sample 3). 



In fact, first sample is the lattice-matched p-InAs1-x-y

SbxPy/n-InAs(100) diode heterostructure (x=0.04;

y=0.89) which then will be used as a reference sample.

Second sample actually is the same sample 1, but with

the quaternary QDs and the overgrown nano-pits inside

p-n junction spatial charge region. In the same manner,

the main distinction of PCC sample 3 in contrary to

sample 4 is that on the n-InAs(100) substrate surface

the unencapsulated InAsSbP QDs and nano-pits are

grown by LPE.

We use Fourier-transform infrared spectrometry

(FTIR-Nicolet/NEXUS) to investigate the transmission

spectra (see Figure 3) of the three structures schema-

tically presented in Figure 1 at room temperature. The

result shows a shift of the absorption edge towards the

long wavelength region from __ = 3.48 _m (for reference

sample 1) to __ = 3.72 _m for the p-InAsSbP/n-InAs

diode heterostructure with the QDs and overgrown

nano-pits inside p-n junction spatial charge region

(Sample 2), as well as a shift to __=3.87 _m for n-InAs

substrate with the unencapsulated QDs and pits (PCC

sample 3). The broadening of the absorption spectrum

towards the short wavelength region up to _=2.65 _m

is also observed for samples 2 and 3. This indicates

that such an effect is the result of the absorption by the

QDs through the permitted energy sub-band, as well as

by absorption of the overgrown pits as “reverse” QDs.

Physically, we assume and expect the same effect also

for the optical response spectra of these samples. The

room temperature relative spectral response of sample

1 is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 2. HR-SEM image of the InAsSbP unencapsulated QDs-pits structure (PCC sample 3)

grown by LPE on InAs(100) substrate. White points - QDs, black points - nano-pits. 

Figure 3. Room temperature Fourier-transform infrared spectro-

metry (FTIR) spectra: 1 - Sample 1, 2 - Sample 2, 3 - Sample 3. 

Figure 4. Room temperature relative spectral response of n-

InAs/p-InAsSbP TPV cell.
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Conclusion

Thus, proposed and investigated InAsSbP-based diode heterostructures and mono-crystalline n-InAs based

photoconductive cells with QDs and nano-pits will provide the optimum band-gap and other parameters for high

efficient TPV and high detective PCC cells, to decrease the temperature of heat source and enlarge the spectral

sensitivity to the long and short wavelength regions. These results can be used for the fabrication of narrow band

gap photodiodes, new generation TPV and PCC cells, as well as for several other mid-infrared special applications. 
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1. Introduction

CO2 in the atmosphere today are produced by human

activities since 120-200 years ago. The increase of CO2

in the troposphere is shown in Figure 1. Human popu-

lation will reach 10 billion in 2050 (UN Population

Division, 2001). This means a massive CO2 will increase

in the atmosphere continually adding to those already

existed in the last 200 years. The average earth climate

has already warmed up by  0.75°C and will reach 2°C,

the threshold by 2050 which means CO2 concentration

in the stratosphere will reach 450 ppm. Such an increase

could result in a loss of 20- 40% of the Amazon rain-

forest. After the 2°C threshold, we will experience a dra-

matic shift in ecosystem damage, forest dieback, species

loss, and permafrost melt, resulting in massive fload.

Above 4°C Global warming will likely to trigger eco-

system collapse and leads to un-inhabitable conditions

for all existing human beings, (Chris Jones, 2009). 

Current CO2 concentration measured at two stations

is shown in Figure 2. Data from Koto Tabang station is

lower than data from Mauna Loa station and much lower

than the global average which is 390 ppm. Climate change

is a problem of tremendous magnitude, as we are living

in a fossil fuel-based society, it is not possible to cut

down in our CO2 emission. Copenhagen Accord (2009)

that is not yet agreed upon globally proposed a suggestion

that the average earth temperature should not rise beyond

1.5 C by 2100. It was indicated that developed countries

had been classified as the main CO2 emitters since First

Earth Summit 1992 and hence, they should reduce their

CO2 emission. Rapid action was needed to reduce 47%

CO2 emission but nothing happened; In 2010 the earth
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temperature is projected to rise by 2.1-2.8 C (Al Gore,

2009). Countries having forest should concentrate on

protecting their forests and limit the spread of fire. Exotic

and illegal logging of wood for furniture and pilars must

be stopped or controlled. No agreement was reached and

we continue chopping wood and reducing the CO2 intake

by forests and green vegetations.

2. Indonesia tropical rain forest

Forest data in 2003 and the speed of deforestation in

Kalimantan are shown in Figure 3. The total forest area in

Indonesia was 109.958 million hectares (Mha): Sumatera

(14.670 Mha), Jawa (3.290 Mha), Bali and Nusa Tengara

(2.960Mha), Kalimantan (25.671 Mha), Sulawesi

(13.878 Mha), Maluku and Papua (49.489 Mha). Riau

Province had 8.87 Mha, pristine forest (ROW, 2010a). The

pristine forest in Kalimantan keeps a huge biodiversity.

West Kalimantan Province alone has 9.179 Mha. 

AHA/WRR (2010) inform the villages/kampongs

spread in the protected forest is (103), in the limited

production forests (204), in the production forest (200)

and in the convertible production forest (32).

Figure 4 shows economic situation of Indonesia.

Comparing the red areas with the data shown in Figure 3

gives the fact that the red areas in Kalimantan coincide

with the forest area, the same condition found for Papua

and Sulawesi. People life at the forest edge and sur-

rounding has limited access to modern facilities. They

are trading forest commodities in small amount, many

of them are poor. They do not have chainsaw, unless

they work for those having logging concession.

Indonesian government will take tighter measures to

protect forests and run a national afforestation and

reforestation (A/R) programs throughout the country to

contribute 26% CO2 emission reduction of Indonesian

total emission by 2020. Further reduction until 41% is 
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Figure 1. The Increase of Tropospheric CO2 (NASA/JPL, 2008).

Figure 2. Comparison of CO2 ambient concentration processed by NOAA at GAW station

Koto Tabang - Indonesia (purple), Mauna Loa - Hawai (green) and Global Average (black),

Elvin Adrian (2009).



expected to be reached with the help of international

partners. The A/R programs cover reclamation of mining

areas, people forest, community forest, village forest,

production forest and a million tree plantation program

throughout the country. In Java, most critical land is

people forest. Perum Perhutani is targeting to reforest

2 Mha people forest by 2014 especially those along

Citarum river (MDN, 2010).

Geographically, many regions of Indonesia are dif-

ficult to reach. Indonesia lies between Indian ocean and

Pacific ocean and vulnerable to various climate change

disasters:

To stop deforestation, the Minister of Forestry has

sent a letter (no.S95/MENHUT-IV/2010 dated 25 Feb-

ruary 2010) to all governors of Indonesia provinces

requesting data on forestry, forest use and the related

implementation regulation for national inventory. Its copy

should be given to the Head of National Police, to the

Minister for Environment, to The Head of Commission to

Combat Corruptions (KPK), and to the Head of Justice.

The Minister of Forestry has announced the legal permit

to use 1.4 Mha of forest for mining and 7.3 Mha of pro-

duction forest for agricultures. All investors on forest

should have a legal permit. Any transgression of the rule

will cause the forest concession to be abolished. Inven-

tory and map of illegal Industrial Crop Concession have

been finished. South Kalimantan Province, for example,

has segmented their forest for mining and agriculture.

There are 578 Mining Concessions, some do coal

mining on the forest area and left the land without

reclamation (HAM, 2010a). Alfian Effendi from

Greenomics Indonesia stated that 47 HPH (logging and

other forest use concession) cover 4.7 Mha forest, 10

HPH in Kalimantan (0.233 Mha) and 3 HTI (Industrial

Crop Concession) of about 0.056 Mha have been

abolished in 2009. In 2000-2009, 0.776 Mha of forest in

Riau Province were changed for palm-oil plantation and

0.290 Mha were illegal logging (ROW, 2010a).

3. Reduction Emission from Deforestation

and Forest Degradation (REDD)

Pavan Sukhdev (2008), reported that deforestation

reduces the value of Earth's natural capital (carbon

sequestration facilities, biodiversity, water filtration etc)

by up to USD 5 trillion every year.
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Figure 3. left: Forest Area in 2003, based on Decree of Minister of Forestry (BPS, 2004)

right: Deforestration in Kalimantan (Radday M, 2007)

Figure 4. Presidential decree No 7. 2005 states 199 districts out

of 420 districts in Indonesia are classified as disadvantaged

regions (red): Sumatera 58 districts (29%); Jawa - Bali 18

districts (9%); Eastern part of Indonesia 123 districts (62%).



Afforestation and Reforestation (A/R) can be pro-

posed as the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)

project of Kyoto Protocol, and its CER is tradeable in

the carbon market. However, A/R that valid for CDM is

only in the area where deforestation happened before

1990 as most happen in developed countries. Defores-

tation happen in developing country following the popu-

lation growth and the increase of the global demand on

wood log. The existing pristine forest that have ability

to absorb CO2 given no credit yet. This means we all

agree curative actions rather than preventive actions.

Why do we need to wait until the forest are destroyed,

then counting reforestation actions to create a new CO2

sequestration facilities? We know that some countries

have pristine forest and they might need this credit to

guard their pristine forest and to use it to heal their

degraded forest.

The speed of deforestation for the logs all over the

world raises issue on REDD that had been discussed

since 2005 in COP11 Montreal. REDD refers to policies

and measures that reduce emission production from DD

and restricting activities that degraded peat lands.

“REDD+” means REDD plus enhancing forest carbon

stocks. Whether REDD will be connected to CDM of

Kyoto Protocol after 2012 is unclear yet. If we consider

the historical CO2 emission of Annex 1 countries and

their responsibility for rapid CO2 reduction, there is a

possibility to connect REDD to CDM.

Note: Afforestation and Reforestation (A/R) are ter-

minology used in CDM, while Forest Regeneration

and Rehabilitation are terminology used in REDD+.

3.1. The Challenge of REDD

Lubowski (2008) predicted that 20% of global CO2

emission is come from forest degradation. The emission

reduction of 50% from deforestation and forest degra-

dation will reduce global temperature of about 0.25C and

needs USD 7-28 billion. Copenhagen Accord (2009)

mentions a total collected fund of USD 830 billion

within 2010-2020 to support technology transfer on the

implementation of clean and renewable energy and to

help vulnerable countries to face climate change disasters.

This fund might be used to design REDD implemen-

tation approach, to prepare REDD infrastructure, to mo-

nitor the project, to credit the Policies And Measures

(PAM), to pay a compensation to the owners of forest

concessions and to develop local people economy.

A scenario to use this fund based on the deforestation

rate of a country has been proposed. Guyana, for example,

that has deforestation rate lower than 0.05% /year, is

considered have a great chance to receive this fund.

Countries having deforestation rate between 0.1-0.5%

/year might not get this fund. If deforestation is directed

as effort to reduce CO2 , this rule might discourage the

enhancing forest carbon stocks actions.

REDD is assumed to be a solution to raise the wel-

fare of people live at the forest edge. They might be paid

to guard the forest from illegal logging and open fire.

Similar approach as in a Payment for Environmental

Service in which poor and small land holders that

provide environmental service are end up better off.

Will this poverty alleviation mode success?

Several considerations of the possibility to connect

REDD into CDM.

1. CDM requires international partners. Project De-

sign Development (PDD), validation, registration

and verification  need a long process and need to

involve many roles (validator, methodology panel,

executive board, expert reviewers). These raise the

project cost.

2. As CDM is rated as a mechanism to help the

developing country, some international CDM

3. Proponents are expecting the local experts to help

them to find data to fill the CDM requirements

free of charge. No regulation on this. The local

proponents involved in the beginning of CDM

process in generating PDD might loss (Herliyani

Suharta, 2009). Will REDD consider these?.

4. Some CDM projects are expensive, while the

expected CER is not sufficient to make the projects

feasible.

5. Major companies in Annex 1 countries of Kyoto

Protocol interest in buying CER, not in investing

in the CDM project. These situation lead to a

clustered projects in the countries with high

domestic capital availability and most project are

“in expensive”.

6. Carbon trading actors in this carbon business

might give a lower price for REDD credits that

caused a bigger loss to those investing in the

REDD project.

7. REDD is considered easier than renewable energy

technology implementation through CDM. REDD
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credits may flood the carbon market dampening the

price signal to develop and deploy clean energy

technology (Arild Angelsen, 2008). Tavoni et al.

(2007) worrying that this situation would delay

deployment of some technologies and reduce in-

vesment in energy research and development by

10 %.

8. Greenpeace (2009) argued that introducing tradable

REDD credits would cause global carbon prices to

tumble to 3.9 euros/ tonne by 2020, undermining

a key incentive for development of clean techno-

logies. This will degraded REDD status and push

it into VER markets.

If the price of REDD credits is low while the project

cost include monitoring is fixed, and considering points

no. 1, 3, 4 and 5, then reducing the fund for economical

developing program of the people living at the forest

edge (the weakest part) might happen. REDD imple-

mentation success is assumed related to the existance of

local regulation on forestry. This means point no. 2 will

become a responsibility of the country want  to have

REDD project and all effort exerted by local proponents

will be rated free of charge. Situation described in no. 3

might happen, which means no investor interest on

REDD project  unless the Governmet take over. There

was the case as an example: CDM Cook Stove Project

Kupang. This project was designed to distribute 30000

stoves to 30000 households and the receiver should

make a report of daily use of stove along the project

duration. Monitoring raises hesitation on the CER

achievement. No Investor interest.

To be attractive for REDD project, need to provide

information about:

1. National deforestation rate

2. Forest cover and its carbon density in order to

define saved amount of CO2 by the REDD project 

3. CO2 emission & CO2 sequestration of various forest

type (low land forest, high land forest, peat land

forest) that should be reported in a symmetrical

way to follow IPCC standard.

4. Program on land used and land used change of

forest (LULUCF), such as: - deforestration

rduction targets, - target accomplishment system,

- forest stock remaining.

5. The existing economic situation that leads to illegal

logging and land use change of forest.

6. How much the compensation that might stop the

uncontrolled illegal logging? 

7. Identify location that might be proposed for REDD

project. The edge of pristine forest, ex. forest land,

and unused land are a strategic location.

8. Other bonus that can be given by the local autho-

rity to reach the target.

9. What is an appropriate approach of REDD? What

type of community lives at the forest edges and their

population? What is their way to find the needs to

support their life? What program that might

improve their life? The proposed management

system and its mechanism to rate its practicality.

10. How to rate the life improvement of the people

targeted and a consequence of population growth. 

11. Need to define a clear monitoring procedure. Set

a possibility to combine monitoring with an en-

during educational program along with other

skills.

12. Defined the period applie for a REDD credit and

information on the CO2 abatement cumulative.

Considering the nature of forest that means un-

inhabited area or undeveloped inhabited area surround

the forest and having a very low population density,

need a great effort and funding for field research to

explore and to accomplish points that have been

described. Regarding these difficulties, it is suggested

that developed countries to help the country having

forest to demonstrate REDD and to count REDD credit

and its mechanism. 

REDD Monitoring

As in CDM, REDD project participants must show

that the emissions reductions are real, measurable and

additional to what would have occurred in the absence

of the project activity. The project developers of REDD

need to ensure that the project will continue for many

years in order to recover costs. Certifications of carbon

credits require the project proponents demonstrate clear

rights to carbon resources in the project area. Certifi-

cations under Voluntary Carbon Standard (VCS) and

Climate, Community and Biodiversity require to meet

standards for consultation with all users of resource.

Forest degradation caused by illegal logging during

REDD project is considered difficult to monitor.
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Considering the nature of forest that is difficult to be

explored, these tasks might be done by:

- Observation using a helicopter,

- The use of Global Positioning System (GPS) to set

reference points of the boundary

Illegal logging and forest fires are leakages that will

reduce the REDD credits, therefore preventive actions

should be designed. Late in reporting these leakages

might cause difficulties in verification. Large scale REDD

might happen in G to G mode since the cost of monitoring

mode described above are expensive.

3.2. Indonesia REDD Projects

Kalimantan Forest Climate Partnership (KFCP) in

Central Kalimantan Province, for example, is a three year

research project that is investigating CO2 emission from

the peat land, promoting REDD funding mechanism

from the donor country (AUSAID), identifying how to

distribute REDD credit  to the people who live in the

forest edge and to a wider surrounding areas: a district

and regency level. Need to involve Indonesia researchers

should to expand the actions and to publish the result.

Burhanuddin Rasyid informed that Sambas Regency

had been approached by Carbon Strategic Australia to

manage their forest (200000 ha: mangrove forest, pro-

tective forest, nature reserve and preservation forest) as

carbon sequestration for 20 years period. The REDD

credits will be used for various local development

program. To guard the forest within the project boundary,

a forest police will be selected from the locals to live at

the forest edge (AHA, 2010).

United States consider REDD as a real action for

climate change mitigation. The allocated money until

2043 is for 1 billion tons CO2 /year international offset

(Lubowsky, 2009). One US REDD demonstration project

is in Berau, East Kalimantan, managed by Windrock In-

ternational and Local Government (Wahyudi Wardoyo,

2009).

Most REDD services are not fully operational yet,

little is known whether they will deliver a pro-poor

benefits. In February-September 2009, Erin Myers

Madeira (2009) evaluated 12 of 25 known REDD project

in Indonesia that are considered as advanced enough to

have made official agreements with some level of Indo-

nesia Government. These projects are by private sector

developed, NGO and bilateral aid organizations. There

are 4 possibilities in creating project area:

1.  Acquire forest concession right.

2. Enter into an agreement with the local stake-

holders and land users holding a legal concession.

3. Enter into an agreement with the landowner or

government as the government is the statutory

landowner.

4. Driven by bilateral aid organization or NGOs.

They are partnering with multiple levels of the

governments of Indonesia in developing official

demonstration activities

Eight of twelve selected REDD demonstration

projects are concession models focus on preventing

large scale concession to plantations by outside actors.

The REDD projects are divided into 2 groups: 

- site-level intervention (SLI), to generate emission

reduction based on slowing/stopping DD in a loca-

lized area.  SLI is in the protected forest under the

authority of the district government.

- landscape-level interventions (LLI), to generate

emission reduction across a heterogeneous land-

scape where forest type, legal classifications and

deforestation drivers vary. LLI is partnering with

the provincial government to reduce deforestation

across of land uses that facing various deforestation

pressure. It may incorporate a very large area in

which several measures are under take to reduce

emission.

The sizes of SLI range from 10000-200000 ha, the

average is 80000 ha. The size of LLI is much larger than

those of SLI. The four largest are:  0.750; 2.2; 3.2 and

4.2 Mha. Carbon standard are shaping the social and

environmental aspects of REDD interventions. Many

interviewed pointed out that (regardless the legal tenure)

local people have de facto control over the forest. Unless

they are part of the intervention and see the benefits,

long term sustainability will not happen.

4. REDD Methodology

CO2 emission of forest is from: - underground bio-

mass (roots), - organic land having carbon content and -

upperground biomass such as waste (leaf and dead

wood). CO2 emission from peat lands are from: - defo-

restation, - non anthropogenic peat decomposition due

to drought and - forest fires.

In the frame of REDD, there is no approved metho-

dology for peat lands yet.
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Edvin Aldrian (2009) quoted the World Bank Report

2007 that shows Indonesian emission from forestry in

comparison to USA, China and India. The calculation for

USA, China and India considers the forest absorption of

CO2, thus minimizes their net emission from forest.

Meanwhile, for Indonesia the forest absorption of CO2

is not counted. The use of high emission factor made the

emission of Indonesian forest enlarge up to 2.563 Giga

tones CO2/y, see Table 1.

ATSR hotspot from European Space Agency (ESA)

shows Kalimantan forest fire in 1997 is not as big as

fires in Brazil and Afrika. There are two possibilities of

forest fires: - induced by human activities and - induced

by regional and global climate variability.  In August-

September 1997, El Nino together with Dipole Mode

Positive occurred in Indonesia caused a huge forest fire

in Kalimantan. He suggests not to blame Indonesia for

this climate disaster.

The World Bank data shows a huge difference with

those calculated by Tony Samiaji (2008), see section 4.1.

For justice, methodology for REDD is suggested to take

global forest fire evaluation as reference to enable us to

avoid blaming the country suffer from fires and loss a

huge natural wealth caused by special climate disaster.

Also, there is need to consider various type of forest exist

in the country. The emission factors of various forest

conditions vary from 30-1900 Teragram /ha/y, see

Figure 5. It is suggested to divide this range into 7

classes (30-200; 201-500; 501-800; 801-1000; 1001-

1300; 1301-1600 and 1601-1900) to give more accurate

emission from Indonesian forest. Peat land and non peat

land will stay in different classes.

4.1. CO2 Sequestration of Peat Lands

Tony Samiaji (2008) calculated CO2 sequestration of

forest. He used sequestration factor of 2.9 tC/ha/year, a

default value of IPCC proposed by Kobayashi (2002).

The net emission in 1997 was 257.356 million tones

CO2 equivalent. In this paper, it is written as MtCO2.

Emission from energy sector; forest fire and waste:

317.401; 1.774 and 0.150 MtCO2 respectively; reduced

CO2 emission by forest: 61.869 MtCO2. The net emission

in 2003 was 322.909 MtCO2 (from energy sector; forest

fire and waste: 389.293; 0.142 and 0.148 MtCO2 respec-

tively, reduced CO2 emission by forest: 66.674 MtCO2).

Koichi Yamada (2006) gives a higher carbon seques-

tration factor of tropical primary peat swamp forest as

3.7 tC/ha/y: 1.3 tC/ha/y will turn as biomass, 2.4 tC/ha/y

will turn as peat.

Note: Mass of CO2 eq.=mass of C*fraction of CO2*

molecular weight ratio=mC*0.99*44/12=3.629 mC

Indonesia peat forests is 22 Mha, data satellite shows

33% are pristine, 17% partly degraded and 50% totally

damaged (Widiatmini, 2009). Peat forest of three meter

thickness can not be converted for any other purposes

see Keputusan Presiden No.32 Tahun 1990 tentang Pen-

gelolaan Kawasan Lindung.

Kaat and Joosten (2009) infrom peat land area of

Canada, all Russia (Asia and Europe part) and Indonesia

are 113.392, 129.569 and 26.550 Mha respectively, their

carbon stock in 2008 were 154.9, 137.5 and 54 MtC.

Carbon sequestration by pristine peatland of the world

is less than 100 MtC/y.

4.2. CO2 Emission Factor of Peat Lands

Wetlands International and Delft Hydraulics (2006)

described that the peat lands destruction has been

practiced throughout history for fuel mining, agriculture

and forestry purposes. The Netherlands is a good example

of peat land destruction that makes the country stays

below sea level. They stated that the oxidation of the
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TABLE 1. The emission from energy, agriculture, forestry and waste in 2005. in MtCO2

(Quoted from The World Bank Report 2007 by Edvin Aldrian (2009))
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desiccated peat land top soil causes average emissions

of about 65 tCO2 / ha/y.

Kaat and Joosten (2009) gives emission factor of

drainage peat land in SE Asia is 50 tCO2/ha/y while for

outside SE Asia is 25 tCO2/ha/y. Joosten (2009) give a

list of CO2 emissions from degraded peat land in some

countries in 1990 and 2008. The emission factor of

drained peat soils used is shown in Table 2. In 2008, the

emission from peat degradation in Indonesia (exclude

fires) is 500 MtCO2/y.

Koichi Yamada (2006) gives an emission factor of

drained peat area as 14 tC/ha/y that caused by decom-

position and 21 tC/ha/y that caused by bush fire. The

emission factor of the conserved peat where water level

is regulated is 1.2 tC/ha/y that caused by decomposition.

Tol and Silvius (2007) states that total peat land in

Indonesia and Malaysia are 27 Mha and emit 2 GtCO2/y:

0.6 Gt caused of dekomposition and 1.4 Gt caused by

fire. These numbers indicate that emission factor of peat

land is 74 tCO2 /ha/y. If these numbers are true and let

say all peat forest damage has been successfully refo-

restated and if these CO2 sequestrations facilities are

traded at USD10/tone, 33% of Kalimantan pristine peat

forest will value (0.33*22.106*74*10=) USD 5.37 billion

per year. This fund can be used for funding a reforestation

program of the degraded and the damage peat forests

done by Indonesian government, only if there is a global

understanding agrees to count the CO2 sequestrations by

pristine forests.
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Figure 5. Emission factor of various forest conditions, it varies from 30-1900 Teragram /ha/y (DNPI, 2009)

TABLE 2. Emission factor of drained peat soils,

in tCO2/ha/y
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Nyoman Suryadiputra stated that Kalimantan has 5.8

Mha peat land. Katingan, Kahayan Hilir and Kapuas

regencies in Central Kalimantan hold 3 Mha peat land.

Of 1.457 Mha peat land that were planned for rice field,

only 300 000 ha can be planted. He suggests to keep

these peat lands wet for 10 years (2010-2020) to reduce

Indonesian emissions as much as 250 MtCO2/y (ROW,

2010b).

On 27 May 2010 in Oslo, Indonesian and Norwegian

have agreed on an agreement to reduce CO2 emission.

Indonesia will receive one billion USD grant and will

derive locations for a moratorium to stop natural forest

conversion and peat land conversion for the next 3 years

(January 2011-December 2013). Locations under this

moratorium are 3-12 meter dept of peat land of 0.7 Mha

in Kampar, Riau province, Sumatera; Malino in East

Kalimantan; Kaen Mentarang Natural Reserve along

Kapuas river,  the border of Indonesia - Malaysia in

West Kalimantan; and 1-2 meter depth peat land of 2500

ha in Merauke, Papua. The forestry Minister said that

the agricultural expansion and sawit plantations will be

alocated on 6.7 Mha unused/ critical lands (HAM, 2010b).
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Conclusion

● If information in section 4.2 is considered, then CO2 emission record of all countries having peat forest in the

past should be added with a huge CO2 emission from the peat forest they destroyed. Since that time these huge

CO2 emissions were floating in the atmosphere and stay until 200 years later and become the existing blanket

of the earth lead to global warming.

GHG life time in the atmosphere is given in Table 3. Some gases produced by industrial countries have life time

far longer than CO2. This should be taken into consideration too.

● Different emission factors of peat lands indicate that a research is needed to ensure a real emission factor.

Involvement of local researchers is a must. A new derived emission factor should be used to correct the emitter

rank in Table 1.

Green issue might cause farmers to stay poor and affect MDG's achievement exerted by developing country

such as Indonesia. For example, in case of palm oil, the buyers are European countries. When the green issue

is blown and the ban is ruled, the price drops and the farmers loss. The buyers still buy and collect more profit

from the fall prices. Similar with the case happens on wood log.

● If the price of REDD credits is low, while the project developers need to ensure that the project is able to

recover costs along the project duration, then reducing the fund for economic developing programs of the

people living at the forest edge (the weakest part) might happen. This should be avoided. Erin Myers Madeira

(2009) concludes that focusing too narrowly on the locals bear a risk to miss a spectrum of REDD implemen-

tation strategies underway.

● Copenhagen Accord suggests the average earth climate raises only 1.5 C by 2100. If 50% of REDD will reduce

global temperature of about 0.25C, then all countries need to keep the pristine forest. No need to wait until the

pristine forest gone then doing counting of REDD credits from A/R actions.

● Countries emit more CO2 should do more A/R and forest regeneration and rehabilitation locally to have their

local carbon sink facilities for their CO2 emission.

● Global warming is predicted to lead to a doubling of the frequency of the El Niño Southern Oscillation from

once every 7 years to every 3 years (Guido van der Werf et al., 2003). El Nino-induced drought  increases the

incidence of fire in humid tropical forests (Barlow and Peres, 2004). NOAA noted 309 hotspot in Sumatera

island: Riau 18, Jambi 86, South Sumatera 88, etc (SAH/CAS, 2009). Within February-July 2009, there was

43 fires: Samarinda (28), Balikpapan (11) Bereau (2), Kutai Kertanegara (2), these fires burnt 268 houses in

total (BRO/REN/NAR, 2009). Loss of family members and wealth leads to severe sufferness in the rest of life. 
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TABLE 3. GHG life time in atmosphere (Alex Kirby, 2008).
(GWP = Global Warming Potential for 100 year time horizon)

variable

12

114

250

13.8

1.4

3200

>50000

10000

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Fossil fuel, cement prod., land-use change

Methane (CH4)

Fossil fuel, rice filed, waste dump, lifestock

Nitrous oxide (N2O)

Fertilizer, combustion, industrial processes

HFC 23 (CHF3)

Electronics & refrigerants

HFC 134a (CH3CH2F)

Refrigerants

HFC 152a

Industrial Processes

Sulphur Hexafluoride (SF6)

Dielectric fluid

Perfluoromethane (CF4)

Aluminium production

Perfluoroethane (C2F6)

Aluminium production

Life time
year

The green  house gases

1

21

310

12000

1300

120

22000

5700

11900

GWP

77

14

8

1 

1970-2004
%
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1. Introduction

Copra is the richest source of oil (70%). Moisture

content 52% in fresh coconuts is required to be reduced

to 8% by drying to concentrate oil content. Copra is one

of the most economically important fruit crops in the

southern Iran. It is widely processed as a dried fruit for

export to China and Taiwan. Copra is available year

round as fresh and dried fruit. Copra is dried not only

for preservation purposes, but also for modification of

the taste, flavour and texture to meet consumer prefe-

rences and to increase market value of the product.

Traditional methods, mainly open-air drying of Copra,

are commonly practiced in southern Iran. Drying of Copra

in the traditional method of sun drying is susceptible to

contamination by insects, dust and rain resulting in poor

quality dried products. Also solar energy is utilized most

inefficiently in traditional method of sun drying. In

contrast, solar greenhouse tunnel driers have none of these

disadvantages. The products of this kind of dryers have

good quality. 

Furthermore, solar drying is a renewable and envi-

ronmentally friendly technology. Solar drying can be

considered as an advancement of natural sun drying and

it is a more efficient technique of utilizing solar energy

(Bala, 1998; Muhlbauer, 1986). Many studies on natural

convection solar drying of agricultural products have

been reported (Exell and Kornsakoo, 1978; Zaman and

Bala, 1989; Sharma et al., 1995; Oosthuizen, 1995).

Considerable studies on simulation of natural convection

solar drying of agricultural products and optimization

have also been reported (Bala and Woods, 1994; Simate,

2003; Forson et al., 2007). However, the success achieved

by natural convection solar dryers has been limited due

to low buoyancy induced air flow.

Nevertheless, solar drying systems must be properly

designed in order to meet particular drying requirements
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of specific products and to give optimal performance.

Designers should investigate the basic parameters such

as dimensions, temperature, relative humidity, airflow

rate and the characteristics of products to be dried.

However, full-scale experiments for different products,

drying seasons and system configurations are sometimes

costly and impractical. The development of a simulation

model is a valuable tool for predicting the performance

of solar drying systems.

Again, simulation of solar drying is essential to opti-

mize the dimensions of solar drying systems and opti-

mization techniques can be then used for optimal design

of solar drying systems (Bala, 1998). A number of studies

have been reported on greenhouse crop drying (Condori

and Saravia, 1998; Garg and Kumar, 2000; Condori et al.,

2001). Limited studies have been reported on modeling

of a solar greenhouse dryer (Jain and Tiwari, 2004; Jain,

2005; Farhat et al., 2004). Kumar and Tiwari (2006)

reported thermal modeling of jaggery drying in a natural

convection solar greenhouse dryer. The model was pro-

grammed in MATLAB and predicted values and obser-

ved data agreed well.

2. Numerical procedure

2.1. Mathematical modeling:

A mathematical model was developed for predicting

the performance of this type of dryer. The assumptions

in developing the mathematical model are as follows:

(i) There is no stratification of the air inside the dryer.

(ii) Drying computation is based on a thin layer

drying model.

(iii) Specific heat of air, cover and product are constant.

(iv) Absorptivity of air is negligible.

(v) Fraction of solar radiation lost through the north

wall is negligible.

Schematic diagram of energy transfers inside the solar

greenhouse dryer is shown in Figure 1 and the following

heat and mass balances are formulated.

2.1.1. Energy balance of the cover

The balance of energy on the cover is considered as

follows: Rate of accumulation of thermal energy in the

cover = Rate of thermal energy transfer between the air

inside the dryer and the cover due to convection + Rate

of thermal energy transfer between the sky and the cover

due to radiation + Rate of thermal energy transfer between

the cover and ambient air due to convection + Rate of

thermal energy transfer between the product and the

cover due to radiation + Rate of solar radiation absorbed

by the cover.

The energy balance of the polyethylene cover gives:

mcCpc (dTc /dt) = Achc,c-a (Tc - Tc) 

+ Achr,c-s (Ts - Tc) + Achw (Tam - Tc) 

+ Aphr,p-c (Tp - Tc) + AcαcIt.

2.1.2. Energy balance of the product

Rate of accumulation of thermal energy in the pro-

duct = Rate of thermal energy received from air by the

product due to convection + Rate of thermal energy

received from cover by the product due to radiation +

Rate of thermal energy lost from the product due to

sensible and latent heat loss from the product + Rate of

thermal energy absorbed by the product.

2.1.3. Energy balances on the concrete floor

Rate of thermal energy flow into the floor due to

conduction = Rate of solar radiation absorption on the

floor + Rate of thermal energy transfer between the air

and the floor due to convection.

The rate of thermal energy flow into the floor due to

conduction can also be expressed as:

-kf Af (dTf /dx) = Af hd,f-g (Tf - T∞).

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of energy transfers inside the solar

greenhouse dryer
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2.1.4. Heat transfer and heat loss coefficients

Radiative heat transfer coefficient from the cover to

the sky (hr,c-s) is computed according to Duffie and

Beckman (1991):

hr,c-s = εcσ(Tc
2 + Ts

2) (Tc + Ts).

Radiative heat transfer coefficient between the pro-

duct and the cover (hr,p-c) is computed as (Duffie and

Beckman, 1991):

hr,p-c = εpσ(Tp
2 + Tc

2) (Tp + Tc).

As hr,c-s and hr,p-c are functions of temperatures, these

are computed for each time interval ∆t during the

simulation. The sky temperature (Ts) is computed as

(Duffie and Beckman, 1991):

Ts = 0.552Tam
1.5,

where Ts and Tam are both in Kelvin.

Convective heat transfer coefficient from the cover

to ambient due to wind (hw) is computed as (Duffie and

Beckman, 1991):

hw = 5.7 + 3.8Vw.

Convective heat transfer coefficient inside the solar

greenhouse dryer for either the cover or product and

floor (hc) is computed from the following relationship:

hc,f-a = hc,cf-a = hc,p-a = hc = (Nu Ka) / (Dh)

where Dh is given by:

Dh = (4WD) / 2(W+D).

2.1.5. Thin layer drying equation

To obtain thin layer drying equation for copra, we used

results of thin layer drying experiments of the Institute

of Agricultural Engineering of Hohenheim University.

The details of the dryer are described in Guarte et al.

(1996). A single layer of copra was dried in this labora-

tory dryer under controlled condition of temperature and

relative humidity. The drying experiments were conducted

for temperature range of 50-70 °C and relative humidity

of the drying air of 10-25% with the air speed of 0.5 m/s.

The equation best fitted to experimental results is:

(M - Me) / (Mo - Me) = exp(-A1t
B1),

where

A1= -0.213788 + 0.0101640T

- 0.001372rh

B1= 1.108816 - 0.0005210T

- 0.000061rh,

where T is air temperature in °C and rh is relative

humidity in %.

2.2.6. Solution procedure

The system of Equations are solved numerically using

the finite difference technique. The time interval should

be small enough for the air conditions to be constant, but

for the economy of computing, a compromise between

the computing time and accuracy must be considered.

On the basis of the drying air temperature and relative

humidity inside the drying chamber, the drying para-

meters A1 and B1 or A2 and B2 and the equilibrium

moisture content (Me) of the product are computed.

Using the A1 and B1 or A2 and B2 and Me values,

the change in moisture content of the product, ∆M for

all of the product for a time interval, ∆t are calculated.

This system of equations is a set of implicit calculations

for the time interval ∆t. These are solved by the Gauss-

Jordan elimination method using the recorded values for

the drying air temperature and relative humidity, the

change in moisture content of the product (∆M) for the

given time interval from different sections of the dryer.

The process is repeated until the final time is reached.

The numerical solution was programmed in Compaq

Visual FORTRAN version 6.5.

In the numerical calculation, the thermal and optical

properties of polyethylene plate were obtained from the

manufacturer. The specific heat and density of the pro-

ducts were experimentally determination and the pro-

perties of the air were obtained from literatures (Duffie

and Beckman, 1991; ASHRAE, 1997). For other thermal

properties, these were adopted from similar products

reported in literatures (Mohsenin, 1980; Smitabhindu,

2008).

Figure 2. Comparison

of the predicted

ambient temperature

and experimental data
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Economic evaluation

As there are now several units of this type of dryer

are being used for production of dried copra, information

used for economic evaluation is based on the field level

data and recent prices of the materials used for con-

struction of the dryers (Janjai et al., 2006b).

The price of dried products obtained from this dryer

is about 20% higher than that obtained from  the open-

air sun drying. Approximately 250 kg of dry copra is

produced annually. Based on this production scales and

the capital and operating costs of the drying system of

copra, the payback periods of the greenhouse solar drying

system for drying of copra is estimated to be 2.3 years.

This relatively short payback period is likely due to the

fact that dried copra obtained from this dryer can be sold

with significantly higher price than that of the products

from the open-air sun drying and the dryer is used year

around.

3.2. Simulated results

In order to validate the model, the predicted air tem-

peratures and moisture contents of copra during drying

were compared with the experimental values (Ayyappan

and Mayilsamy). Figure 3 shows a comparison between

the predicted and experimental temperature values for

solar drying of copra for three consecutive days. Predicted

temperature shows plausible behaviour and the agreement

between the predicted and observed values is reasonable.

Although, there are slight discrepancies between the

measured and the predicted moisture contents (Figure  3),

the difference of the prediction is only 6% and the diffe-

rence for temperature prediction (Figure 2) is 3%. This

study indicates that the model can predict the tempera-

tures with a reasonable accuracy. Furthermore, the pre-

dictions are within the acceptable limit (10%) (O'Calla-

ghan et al., 1971).

4. Applications of the model

This model can be used to simulate the performance

of the greenhouse solar dryer for drying of copra for

different locations and climatic conditions. Also this

model incorporating an economic model can be used for

the optimization of the greenhouse dryer in a location of

interest. The details of an optimal design of solar drying

systems are given in Bala (1998).

Figure 3. Comparison of the simulated moisture content and experimental data

Conclusions

Solar radiation varies almost sinusoidally around the peak at noon. There is significant difference in the tempe-

ratures inside the dryer with the ambient air temperatures. The patterns of changes in air velocity inside the solar

greenhouse dryer follow the patterns of changes in solar radiation. Field level tests demonstrated the potential of

solar drying copra in the solar greenhouse dryer. Solar drying of copra in solar greenhouse dryer resulted in
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considerable reductions in drying time as compared with the open-air sun drying and the products dried in the solar

greenhouse dryer are high-quality dried product.

As a result of dependence on solar power, this type of dryer can be used in rural areas without electricity grids.

The estimated payback periods of this greenhouse solar dryer for copra is about 2.3 years.

A system of partial differential equations for heat and moisture transfer has been developed for solar drying of

copra in the solar greenhouse dryer. The simulated air temperatures inside the dryer reasonably agreed with the

observed temperature data. Reasonable agreement was found between the experimental and simulated moisture

contents of copra during drying and the accuracy was within the acceptable range. This model can be used for

providing design data for solar greenhouse dryers and also for optimization of this type of solar dryer.
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Ac

Af

Ap

Aw

Cpa

Cpc

Cpp

Cpl

Cpv

D

Dh

Dp

Nomenclature

area of the cover (m2)

area of the concrete floor (m2)

area of the product (m2)

water activity (-)

specific heat of air (J kg-1 K-1)

specific heat of cover material (J kg-1 K-1)

specific heat of product (J kg-1 K-1)

specific heat of liquid water (J kg-1 K-1)

specific heat of water vapour (J kg-1 K-1)

average distance between the floor and the cover (m)

hydraulic diameter (m)

thickness of the product (m)

Fp

H

Hin

Hout

h

hc,c-a

hc,f-a

hc,p-a

hr,c-s

fraction of solar radiation falling on the product (-)

humidity ratio of air inside the dryer (-)

humidity ratio of air entering the dryer (-)

humidity ratio of the air leaving the dryer (-)

parameter in the colour measurement (-)

convective heat transfer between the cover and the air (Wm-2 K-1)

convective heat transfer between the floor cover and the air

(Wm-2 K-1)

convective heat transfer between the product and the air (Wm-2

K-1)

radiative heat transfer between the cover and the sky (Wm-2

K-1)
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hr,p-c

hw

hd,f-g

It

ka

kf

kc

Lp

M

Mo

Me

Mp

ma

me

mp

Nu

Re

radiative heat transfer between the product and the

cover (Wm-2 K-1)

convective heat transfer between the cover and the

ambient (Wm-2 K-1)

conductive heat transfer between the floor and the

underground (Wm-2 K-1)

incident solar radiation (Wm-2)

thermal conductivity of air (Wm-2 K-1)

thermal conductivity of the floor material (Wm-1 K-1)

thermal conductivity of the cover material (Wm-1 K-1)

latent heat of vaporization of moisture from product

(J kg-1)

moisture content (%, db)

initial moisture content of product (%, db)

equilibrium moisture content of product (%, db)

Moisture content of product in the dryer model (db,

decimal)

mass of air inside the dryer (kg)

mass of the cover (kg)

mass of dry product (kg)

Nusselt number (-)

Reynolds number (-)

rh

T

Ta

Tam

Tc

Tl

Tf

Tin

Tout

Tp

Ts

t

Uc

V

Va

Vin

Vout

Vw

W

relative humidity (%)

temperature of air in thin layer and equilibrium

moisture models (°C)

drying air temperature in the dryer model (K)

ambient temperature (K)

cover temperature (K)

temperature at the last limit of the heat conduction

inside the soil (K)

floor temperature (K)

temperature of the inlet air of the dryer (K)

temperature of the outlet air of the dryer  (K)

temperature of product (K)

sky temperature (K)

time (s)

overall heat loss coefficient from the cover to ambient

air (Wm-2 K-1)

volume of the drying chamber (m3)

air speed in the dryer (m s-1)

inlet air flow rate (m3 s-1)

outlet air flow rate (m3 s-1)

wind speed (m s-1)

width of the dryer floor (m)
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1. Introduction

The major threats to freshwater biodiversity in Bang-

ladesh are overefishing, water abstraction for irrigation

in to crop land, pollution, massive destruction of fish

habitat, and invasion of exotic fish species. Rapid

extraction of fish seedstock (for aquaculture) as well as

broodfish (for seed production and consumption) from

natural rivers and floodplain combined with destructive

and unregulated fishing practices (e.g., use of destructive

traps, piscicides, monofilament gillnets, and complete

dewatering of waterbodies) has threatened a number of

valuable native species. Loss of aquatic habitat due to

siltation, anthropogenic activities such as dam cons-

truction (mainly for flood control, irrigation and drai-

nage), and unregulated construction of polders (natural

depressions enclosed by embankments), hydroelectricity

generation, and construction of road networks have been

major causes of freshwater species loss. In addition,

freshwater resources are subject to severe competition

among multiple human stakeholders such as crop far-

ming, aquaculture, and industrial usage.

Recently there has been expanded development of

cryogenic sperm banks for fish in Europe and North

America. These sperm banks are more cost effective
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than maintaining live gene banks which require dedi-

cated facilities, labor and high costs. Cryogenic gene

banking avoids the risk of genetic contamination and

requires little space and minimal facilities. Fish sperm

cryopreservation assists conservation of fish biodiversity

through gene banks of endangered species, and assists

aquaculture by providing flexibility in spawning of

females and selective breeding through synchronizing

artificial reproduction, efficient utilization of semen,

and maintaining the genetic variability of broodstocks

[Lahnsteiner, 2004]. The technique also ensures preser-

vation of genetic materials of the genetically superior

wild fish populations and the gene transfer between

wild and hatchery stocks [Tiersch et al. 1998].

The sperm cryopreservation protocols for different

fish species seem variable and species-specific.  Although

fish are the main protein source in Bangladesh and other

countries in the sub-continent, and the fish biodiversity

and production from open water are declining, little

attention has been paid to cryopreservation of fish sperm.

In India, protocols have been developed with varying

success only for a few aquacultured and endangered

species [Ponniah 1998]. The trials have mainly concen-

trated on development of extenders, activation media,

dilution rates, activation periods, and sperm-to-egg ratios

among species.

Cryopreservation allows indefinite storage of biolo-

gical material into liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) without any

major change of the biological importance over a time

scale of several thousands of years [Baulney et al., 1999].

The method can aid in the conservation actions through

preservation of germplasm of rare fishes as well as the

more widely used commercial species. In Bangladesh,

cryopreservation of fish spermatozoa is relatively new

compared to livestock semen although the technique has

immense applied value, and it can be an important tool

when programs will be designed to produce genetically

improved strains of superior fish or repository of the

threatened fishes. Cryopreservation protocols have been

developed in Bangladesh for some native as well as

exotic fish species [Hossain et. al., 2010] (Table 1).  So

far a few of the threatened species of Bangladesh have

been considered for cryopreservation and a lot of actions

need to be taken to get the momentum.

The freshwater spiny eel, Mastacembelus armatus

(Lacepede, 1800) belongs to the family Mastacembelidae

is native to the riverine fauna in the Indian sub-continent

and parts of Southeast Asian countries [ITIS, 2011]

(Figure 1). This species is a popular food fish that fetches

a high market value in its country of origin. M. armatus

is a large elongated fish that has a snake-like body without

pelvic fins and can reach up to 91 cm in its natural habitat

but does not usually exceed 51 cm in captivity. It's anal

and dorsal fins are elongated and are connected to the

caudal fin and the dorsal fin is preceded by numerous

spines. Owing to its gradual disappearance from the

natural waterbodies for over exploitation and a number

of ecological changes in its natural habitats, the popular

fish has been enlisted as an endangered fish in Bangla-

desh [IUCN, 2000]. Recent study by the Fish Museum

and Biodiversity Center (FMBC) of Bangladesh Agri-

cultural University reveals that the extent of occurrence

of this indigenous fish in the natural waterbodies has

decreased all the more, and recategorized as critically

endangered needing immediate actions for conservation

[Hossain and Wahab, 2010].

Cryopreservation of sperm is a useful technique to

preserve genetic material of endangered fish species and

can be utilized for fertilization in well-designed breeding

programs. During protocol development for fish sperm

cryopreservation, key parameters of sperm samples (e.g.,

ionic composition, osmolality) as well as development of

appropriate activation media, immobilization solutions,

cryoprotective agents, equilibration time, cooling rates,

TABLE 1. Cryopreservation of sperm of some fish species in

Bangladesh

Catla catla

Cirrhinus mrigala

Labeo rohita

Labeo calbasu

Puntius sarana

Cyprinus carpio

Hypophthalmichthys molitrix

Hypophthalmichthys nobilis

Barbonymus gonionotus

Oreochromis niloticus

Indigenous 

Exotic fishes

Fish group Fish
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and thawing rates should be given consideration because

of differences within and among species. The most widely

used cryoprotectant, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), per-

meates the cells quickly and is usually used at the con-

centrations of 5-12 %. It has been found to be effective

for a number of fish species. Methanol is also a permeating

cryoprotectant, known for low toxicity and has been

reported to be used successfully at concentrations of

5-20 % for the cryopreservation of several fish species.

Usually, after equilibration in cyroprotectant, the diluted

sperm is frozen (-80 °C) in straws, with different cooling

rates (5-15 °C/min) in the vapor of liquid nitrogen and

stored (-196 °C). Later, the samples are thawed at 4-37 °C

and used for fertilization of eggs. Sperm cryopreservation

protocols are now available for over 200 species of fin-

fish and shellfish around the world.

Fish are the main protein source in Bangladesh and

other countries in the sub-continent, and the fish bio-

diversity and production from open water are declining.

In Bangladesh, research on fish sperm cryopreservation

was started in early 2004 and protocols are available for

a few of the commercially reared species. Unfortunately,

very few studies on sperm cryopreservation have been

carried out for imperiled fish species in Bangladesh with

the vision to conserve their germplasm and genetic

resources. Cryopreservation research in Bangladesh has

concentrated on selection of suitable combinations of

extenders and cryoprotectants, optimal dilution ratios of

milt, and optimal cryoprotectant concentrations. More-

over, breeding success has not been adequately addressed

in those studies.

Genetic stock conservation for wild and domesticated

fishes is very important, as the genetic diversity of every

species develops through a long evolutionary process

over millions of years. Cryogenic techniques can assist

in the conservation of biodiversity, to bring back the

threatened species to natural environment with restocking

programmes, as well as can improve aquaculture pro-

duction. The present study focuses on the state of the art

of development of cryopreservation protocol for M.

armatus and its implications in conservation strategies. 

2. Materials and Methods

M. aramatus were collected from the river Brahma-

putra adjacent to Bangladesh Agricultural University

and cultured in the mini hatchery of the Faculty of

Fisheries. They were fed with live Tubifex at 5% bw

twice daily. During June-July 2009, the male fishes were

injected with pituitary gland (PG) supernatant at 5 mg/kg

and released in the conditioning tank for twelve hrs

(Figure 2).

Gentle pressure was applied on the abdomen, and the

sperm was collected in eppendorf tube (1.5 ml)

containing 0.9% NaCl solution prepared at 287 mOsmol

kg-1 (Figure 3). The samples were placed on ice (4 °C)

and brought to the Laboratory of Fish Biodiversity and

Conservation, Bangladesh Agricultural University for

motility analysis and cryopreservation.

Figure 1. Freshwater spiny eel, Mastacembelus armatus (Lacepede, 1800).
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Figure 2. The male M. armatus was injected with pituitary gland (PG) supernatant.

Figure 3. Collection of M. armatus sperm in 0.9% NaCl solution.
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A simple solution, 0.9% unbuffered salt (sodium

chloride) has been used as extender and produced good

sperm survival percentage. With appropriate testing,

extenders can be prepared in large batches and stored in

refrigerator for few days. Dilution of sperm in extender

improves sperm survival duration after storage, and gives

a greater volume of the solution thus makes it easier to

handle the sperm.

Motility of the fresh sperm was evaluated under light

microscope (Novex K-range, Holland) at x 400 magnifi-

cations (Figure 4). Motility of the collected sperm

samples were estimated after activation with 10 µl 0.2%

NaCl (67 mOsmol kg-1) as activating medium with 1 µl

of the diluted sperm on a glass slide. The sperm cell

showed active forward movement was considered motile,

and samples containing more than 80% motile sperm

considered for further study.

Typical cryopreservation of sperm cells involves the

use of chemicals called cryoprotectants, which protects

sperm cell from damage during freezing and thawing.

Cryoprotectants are classified as intracellular or extra-

cellular depending on whether they penetrate the cell or

remain outside of the cell. Two cryoprotectants, DMSO

and methanol used in the study at concentrations ranging

from 5 to 20% in the solutions prepared for cryopreser-

vation. Toxicity measurement was done evaluating moti-

lity (%) of the equilibrated sperm with aforementioned

cryoprotectant at different time intervals like 5, 10, 15

and 20 min. Based on the better motility (%) of the sperm,

suitable equilibration time has been selected for different

concentrations of cryoprotectants for cryogenic storage.

For cryopreservation, pre-labeled 0.25-ml French

plastic straws (Tiefenbach, Germany) were filled with

0.23 ml of diluted spermatozoa and sealed, and the straws

were transferred to a programmable controlled-rate

freezer (FREEZE CONTROL® CL-3300; Australia) by

computer-based software (CryoGenesisTM V5) (Figure 5).

The choice of optimal cooling rate is one of the focal

points for sperm cryopreservation. In this study, the

samples were cooled by one-step freezing (5 °C to -80 °C

at a rate of 10 °C). After freezing straws were retrieved

from the cryochamber and immediately plunged into the

liquid nitrogen (-196 °C) of the cryocan for long term

storage. Cryopreserved sperm was transported to the

hatchery for fertilization of the eggs (Figure 6). Post-

freeze motility of the cryopreserved sperm was studied

after thawing at 50 °C in water bath for 10 sce after

activation of the sperm with 0.2% NaCl.

Figure 4. Sperm motility observation of M. armatus under a microscope.
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Figure 5. A controlled-rate freezer (FREEZE CONTROL®CL-3300; Australia) and a microscope used in the experiment.

Figure 6. Transportation of frozen fish sperm using a cryocan.
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3. Results and Discussion

Motility of the freshly collected M. armatus sperm was

85% and retained the capacity of forward movement for

170s after activation with 0.2% NaCl. Sperm motility

duration varies according to fish species and retains the

capacity of active forward movement from few seconds

to several minutes after activation in a hypo-osmotic

solution [Alavi and Cosson 2006]. In our study, M.

armatus sperm retained motility up to 170s which was

shorter compared to the sperm of Muskellunge, Exox

masquinongy (6-7 min) [Lin and Dabrowski, 1996],

Paddlefish, Polyodon spathula (4-5 min) [Mims, 1991],

and longer compared to Olive barb, Puntius sarana (35

s) [Nahiduzzaman et al., 2011], Walleye, Sander vitreus

(51 s) [Satterfield and Flickinger, 1995], Colorado Pike-

minnow, Ptychocheilus lucius (57 s) [Tiersch et. al.,

2004] and Razorback sucker, Xyrauchen texanus (70 s)

[Tiersch et. al., 1997].

Toxicity of cryoprotectant was evaluated with DMSO

and methanol at concentrations 5% to 20% with subse-

quent times form 5 to 20 min each. The motility of fresh

sperm before equilibration with cryoprotectants was 80%.

Sperm suspended in 5% DMSO showed no significant

motility (%) change over 20 min, and with an increase

in DMSO concentration (10% or more) sperm motility

decreased after 10 min equilibration (Figure 7a). The

sperm motility (%) pattern was similar when equilibrated

with methanol at aforementioned concentrations and

durations (Figure 7b). At the end of toxicity experiment,

M. armatus sperm was cryopreserved after 15 min equi-

libration with 5% cyroprotectant and 10 min equili-

bration with rest of the concentrations (10, 15 and 20%).
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Cryoprotectants are essential for cryopreservation of

sperm to protect against intracellular ice crystal formation

during freezing and thawing [Yang et. al., 2007]. Suita-

bility of cryoprotectants, their concentration and gamete

contact time vary among fish species [Vuthiphandchai,

2009]. The difference is related with the cryoprotectant

permeability, extent of toxicity [Cabrita et. al., 2003], and

sperm survival depends on delicate balance between

toxicity and capacity to protect gamete [Lahnsteiner,

1996]. In toxicity study of M. armatus sperm, 5% DMSO

and 5% methanol were found nontoxic after 20 min expo-

sure. 10% DMSO and 10% methanol were found non-

toxic up to10 min and consecutive exposure killed a

significant portion of the gamete.

After cryopreservation, sperm motility (%) reduced

significantly compared to pre-freeze motility at every

concentrations and equilibration time (Table 2). Pre-freeze

and Post-freeze motility were significantly affected by

cryoprotectant concentrations. Among the concentrations

evaluated, sperm suspended in 10% DMSO or 10%

methanol showed significantly better post-freeze moti-

lity (%). In summary, M. armatus sperm could be cryo-

preserved in 0.9% NaCl solution having 10% DMSO or

10% methanol (10 min equilibration) with a cooling rate

of 10 °C/min from 5 °C to -80 °C and finally plunged

into liquid nitrogen.

Post-freeze sperm motility is one of the most important

indicators of suitability of cryopreservation [Akcay et. al.,

2004]. After cryopreservation of M. armatus, marked

differences in sperm motility was observed with 5%

DMSO or methanol, which confirmed that the  concen-

tration was not toxic, but failed to protect sperm during

freezing and thawing. Similar results were also reported

after cryopreservation of the sperm of olive barb (Puntius

sarana) [Nahidizzaman et. al., 2011] and red snapper

(Lutjanus argentimaculatus) [Vuthiphandchai et. al.,

2009]. When cryopreserved with 10% DMSO or

methanol after 10 min equilibration, highest percentage

of motile sperm was found and gave the impression that

it was the best of the combinations tested. This is an

Figure 7. The toxicity of two different cryoprotectants, DMSO (top) and methanol (bottom) at final concentrations of 5%, 10%, 15% and

20% when equilibrated with sperm from Mastacembelus armatus in 0.9% NaCl solution at an osmolality of 287 mOsmol kg-1. Each point

represents the mean ± SD of three males.
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agreement with sperm cryopreservation protocol deve-

loped for olive barb (Puntius sarana) [Nahidizzaman et.

al., 2011], yellowfin sea bream, Acanthopagrus latus

[Gwo, 1994] and yellow perch (Perca flavescens) [Cie-

reszko et. al., 1993]. In this study, cryopreservation of

sperm equilibrated with 15% and 20% DMSO or

methanol resulted lower percentage of sperm motility.

This suggests that the concentrations were toxic and

unsuitable for cryopreservation of M. armatus sperm. 

TABLE 2. Sperm motility percentage (mean ± SD; minimum-maximum) of M.  armatus (N = 9) before and after cryopreservation

suspended in different concentrations of DMSO and methanol. The sperm samples were cooled at 10 °C/min from 5 °C

to -80 °C (equilibration time 15 min for 5% DMSO and methanol, and 10 min for 10%, 15% and 20% DMSO and methanol)

33.33±5.0c (30-40)

52.22±5.27a (50-60)

40.0±5.0b (40-40)

36.67±5.0bc (30-40)

25.56±8.33d (20-30)

48.89±8.66a (40-60)

25.56±5.0d (20-30)

20±5.0e (20-20)

5%

10%

15%

20%

5%

10%

15%

20%

DMSO

Methanol

Post-freeze motilityCryoprotectant Concentration

66.67±5.0a (60-70)

65.56±4.41a (60-70)

56.67±0cd (50-60)

53.33±5.0d (50-60)

62.22±5.27bc (50-70)

63.33±6.01b (50-70)

46.67±5.27e (40-50)

43.33±0f (40-50)

Pre-freeze motility

Conclusions

Considering the fragile biodiversity status and high consumer demand of M. armatus, it is not unlikely that the

fish might completely disappear from the natural waterbodies if proper steps are not taken immediately. To our

knowledge, this is the first attempt to cryopreserve the sperm of the fish successfully, as sperm viability remained

unchanged after storage in liquid nitrogen. The post-freeze motility (%) of the cryopreserved sperm is still poor,

and it is inevitable to do further research on it. Moreover, the ability to fertilize eggs with cryopreserved sperm is

more appropriate criterion to assess the success of the protocol and that has yet to be evaluated. Whatsoever, the

experiment was successful in unearthing the appropriate media for dilution and activation of sperm, equilibration

time for toxicity tolerance and suitable cooling rate, which would be immensely helpful in further research on ex-

situ conservation of M. armatus.
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1. Introduction

The last two centuries were governed by external

and internal combustion engines in the field of power

generation but the present century seems to be domi-

nated by fuel cell engine for a variety of applications.

The fuel cell technology has successfully passed the

demonstration stage and has now entered the commer-

cialization phase through recent developments [1-2].

Fuel cell technology has a wide variety of power appli-

cations ranging from portable computer to transpor-

tation and large scale buildings [3]. Many companies

have announced various commercial applications of

fuel cell technology. The PEM fuel cell technology is

most promising for automotive applications due to its

efficient source of power along with its special charac-

teristics like fast start-ups, low weight, low operating

temperature and high power densities. Different appli-

cations of fuel cell include unmanned under water

vehicle, submarines, locomotives, surface ships, buses

and automobiles [4].

Despite these advantages and wide range of appli-

cations, there are still a number of challenges for the

proper operation of fuel cell system. Water management

is one of them. This issue can be dealt with different

approaches that may include designing membrane

electrode assembly, hardware & system design and

controlling of stack operating conditions. The former

approach rests with manufacture's part and may

include cell orientation at 45 degrees towards air outlet

port and cell shaking during fuel cell operation while

later is concerned with fuel cell system operation and

may include maintaining of operating temperature,

pressure, stoichiometry and the humidification levels

of reactant gases. Water management consists of three

67
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stages namely water treatment, humidification of reactant

gases and water removal process. But all these remedies

are feasible at that time when water content level is

known in the stack and can be monitored efficiently.

Water content measurement is very important in the

condition monitoring of fuel cells. In the conventional

measurement method, the humidity sensors are used

which are prohibitive for in-situ measurement due to

their size and cost. Their accuracy is also not always

satisfactory for high relative humidity levels. However,

the gas chromatography technique is relatively accurate

but it needs extractive sampling which makes it slow

and intrusive. Other techniques such as neutron radio-

graphy and real-time gas analyzer have their own issues.

The optical devices which access the water fronts and

distribution in transparent cell plates are used for direct

visualization. The optical devices may include digital

camcorders, high-speed cameras, infrared cameras and

Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras. Nuclear

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) imaging or Magnetic

Resonance Imaging (MRI) is used for measuring water

distribution of an operating fuel cell in situ. Beam

interrogation approaches include neutron imaging,

electron microscopy, X-rays techniques. Fluorescence

microscopy provides the micro scale transport of liquid

water [5]. All these techniques can be employed for

offline analysis and diagnostics. For the controlling of

operating parameters, online estimation is required for

control and diagnostics purposes. There are numerous

works reported in the literature wherein water mana-

gement has been given vital importance for good per-

formance of the system developing mathematical models,

analyzing process and devising detection techniques.

Various schemes were devised to detect and predict

the water content level in the stack in recent years.

Thawarnkuno and Panjapornpon [6] proposed a tech-

nique to predict the water content using state estimation.

They estimated the water content via extended Luen-

berger observer. This technique demonstrated results

better comparably while open loop observer was used.

Judith O'Rourke et al. [7] suggested a detection scheme

of anode flooding earlier than a fast voltage negative

spike occurrence. This scheme is applicable at low

current densities because anode flooding occurs at low

current densities. This scheme requires voltage scan

cards, median voltage calculation and a circuit to spike

current load. McKay and Stenfanopoulou [8] developed

and then validated mathematical model for membrane

humidity in the stack. They used open loop observer to

estimate the humidity. Gorgun et al. [9-10] proposed

an algorithm for the estimation of water content in

PEM fuel cell, exploiting its effects on cell resistance

voltage drop. The algorithm requires measurements of

voltage, current, temperature and total pressure values

in the cathode and anode. Using these measurements

they calculated the membrane resistance and then

analytically obtained an estimate of water content. The

scheme cannot be applied for zero or small value of

current whereas anode flooding occurs at low current

densities. Another problem with this scheme is that a

number of estimators are required for observation of

partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen etc. They did

not incorporate flooding conditions instead they moni-

tored the pressure drop at cathode side to distinguish

between flooding and drying conditions only.

In this paper, a model-based sliding mode observer

has been designed and tested with simulations. First

order sliding mode observer estimates the parameter

with fast convergence to its nominal value. The paper

is organized as follows. Section II contains fuel cell

system description with its physical parameters.

Section III presents the observer design. It includes a

dynamical voltage model and sliding mode observer

theory. The error dynamics and stability analysis are

also presented. In section IV simulation studies are

presented in detail to validate the scheme. Finally,

concluding remarks are given in section V.

2. Fuel cell system

The fuel cell system consists of fuel cell stack and

auxiliary systems. The core part of the system is the

fuel cell stack. Its components are membranes, cata-

lysts, gas diffusion layers, bipolar and end plates. The

auxiliary systems are air supply system, fuel supply

system, humidification system, cooling system and

power conditioning system. The air supply system

comprises electric motor, air compressor and manifolds

whereas fuel supply system has fuel storage cylinder in

the case of straight hydrogen usage. The humidification

system consists of pump and valves etc. The coolant

system contains radiator, pump, manifold, valves and

reservoir. The power conditioning system contains

converter and inverter. A schematic diagram of the fuel

cell system is shown in Figure 1.
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The parameters of fuel cell stack are given in Table 1.

Most of these parameters are derived from a prototype

fuel cell vehicle [11]. Other parameters are either calcu-

lated from the peak power of the stack or approximated

from the dimensions of the prototype by [12].

During operation of the system, the water is produced

at the cathode. The presence of water contents in the

stack is sensitive to cold environment, reactant gases

transportation, proton conductivity and length of mem-

brane life. In the cold environment, the water content

can change its phase in the stack due to subfreezing

temperature. In this scenario, the water content can

increase start-up time of the system. Insufficient and

excessive amount of water content in the stack affects

negatively the performance of fuel cell system. The

inadequate amount of water can cause the membrane

dryness and then, would create cracks in the membrane.

The dry membrane has higher internal resistance which

increases the voltage losses. The cracks in the mem-

brane degrade the performance and shorten the stack

life. On the other side, the excessive water content causes

flooding in the stack and fills the pores of the porous

gas diffusion layer and prevents the distribution of the

reactants to the catalyst. The situation becomes severe

at high current densities. This state occurs not only at

cathode side but the anode also gets affected. The pro-

duced water at the cathode diffuses into the anode side

due to the gradient of water concentration. The anode

having close end at outlet side is severe victim of the

process because water accumulates there and hinders

the adequate distribution of fuel gas distribution.

3. Model Based Observer Design

Model-based observers are being used at large scale

for the estimation of model parameters in industrial

processes [13-21]. These observers are also being used

for control, diagnostics and communication [22-23],

[9, 24], [25-26] respectively. Different model-based

techniques have been employed for the estimation of

state and parameter e.g. Kalman, Luenberger, adaptive,

and sliding modes [13, 14, 15]. Kalman observers need

linearized models whereas Luenberger and adaptive

observers require models of high accuracy and are

sensitive to uncertainties and modeling errors. Sliding

mode technique do not need linear model and is robust

to modeling errors and uncertainties as well. Sliding

mode observers (SMOs) are also simple in structure;

therefore, the technique can be implemented easily that

is why this technique is highly valued among the

research community. It has been applied in a variety of

industrial applications in recent years but so far no

SMO has been used for water content estimation. Kim

and his coworkers designed nonlinear observer for the

estimation of PEM fuel cell system wherein different

pressures were estimated via SMO [15]. Butt and Bhatti

employed the same technique for the parameter esti-

mation of an automotive spark ignition engine [16].

The parameters were discharge coefficient, indicated

torque and load torque. Qaiser et al. developed the

observer using same technique for the estimation of

precursor concentration of a research reactor [17]. Iqbal

and his colleagues observed the parameter utilizing the

sliding mode technique and then they employed higher

order sliding modes for the fault diagnosis of uncertain

nonlinear system [18-19].
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Fuel Cell System

TABLE 1. Parameters of fuel cell stack

Membrane width

Number of cells in stack

Fuel cell active area

Anode volume

Cathode volume

Supply manifold volume

Return manifold volume

Power

δm

n

Afc

Van

Vca

Vsm

Vrm

P

Symbol Description

0.0001275 m

381

0.028 m2

0.005m3

0.01m3

0.02m3

0.005m3

75kW

Value



a. Model Development

In order to design the observer, a dynamical voltage

model is developed through rigorous mathematical pro-

cedure. In the development of dynamic model, a non-

linear algebraic voltage model [12] was considered. The

dynamic model is as follows:

where                     and σm is the conductivity of mem-

brane against hydrogen ions. The coefficient functions

ϕ, φ, χ and ψ are detailed as follows:

The conductivity parameter is to be estimated there-

fore a slight uncertainty is introduced as under. We get

a perturbed voltage model as follows:

The ultimate task of this work is to calculate the

water content parameter λm. As the perturbation on

conductivity is recovered then the conductivity is up-

dated by correction term ∆σm. The λm can be calculated

by following model [27].

where ∆σm is the correction term, b
11 and b

12 are

related to the Nafion membrane [27] and b2 is a fitting

parameter [12].

b. Sliding Mode Observer

A sliding mode observer (SMO) is an observer which

exploits sliding mode control theory for devise of an

arrangement to minimize its error. The Sliding mode

technique does not need linear model for observer design

because of its inherent nonlinear characteristics and it

holds for nonlinear systems. The technique is robust to

modeling errors and uncertainties as well. The SMO is

also simple in structure, therefore, it can easily be imple-

mented. It is designed through two steps: in the first

step, a sliding surface is designed, whose zero value

confirms accomplishment of the task of observer. In the

second step, a discontinuous nonlinear term is injected

which ensures the sliding modes [28]. That is why this

technique is highly valued among research community.

It has been applied in variety of industrial applications

in recent years [15-20]. In this work, a SMO is designed

on perturbed voltage model assuming that the measu-

rements of inlet manifold pressure, partial pressures of

oxygen and hydrogen are known. The observer of inlet

manifold pressure is a previous work of the authors [20].

The partial pressures of reactant gases are assumed to

be known. The proposed structure of the observer for

sliding mode observation of output voltage of PEM fuel

cell system is designed on perturbed model as follows:

where ν is the injector term of the observer. The injector

compensates the perturbations or uncertainties in Vfc

and is a product of switching function and a design

constant. The constant is designed so that the observer

remains in the sliding mode despite of perturbations

and uncertainties. It can be expressed as:

where K is positive sliding mode design constant and

has a lower bound. The bound is derived through the

stability analysis of the observer. The sign (.) is the

nonlinear switching function which can be expressed

mathematically as follows:

c. Error Dynamics

The observer error is defined as the difference bet-

ween, the fuel cell voltage and observed fuel cell voltage

as follows:

The observer has a task to steer its error to zero. The

equation for observer error dynamics is obtained by

subtracting equation (8) from equation (6) as follows:
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If the observer steers its error to zero then the

following relationship can be obtained from equation

(12) for            and 

which is employed to recover the perturbation in the

conductivity of fuel cells across the membrane.

d. Stability Analysis

The stability analysis of the observer is investigated

by taking the proposed Lyapaunov candidate function

(V) of quadratic form as follows:

The globally asymptotical stability can be ensured

provided that the Lyapunov conditions are realized. The

candidate function should be positive. Its derivative is

strict negative definite. Moreover, the function is

divergent at infinity. It is obvious that the function is

positive definite due to its quadratic characteristics.

Secondly, its derivative must be negative definite which

will ensure its asymptotic decay and convergence. Taking

its derivative as follows:

The right hand side of above equation can be inves-

tigated for strict negative definiteness. Negative defini-

teness demands the existence of the following constraint

giving the lower bound of the switching gain of the

observer.

The switching gain is governed by the rate of change

of load current. The change in load current will define

the magnitude of the gain. The value of switching gain

within the bounds will guarantee the stability.

IV. Results and discussion

In this section, the results of simulation are presented

by using the figures. The parameters for simulation are

based on fuel cell prototype vehicle [29]. The value of

water content parameter is estimated online using the

proposed observer. The estimated value of parameter

lies in the range of 0 to 14. Moreover, the parameter is

calculated offline from the model available in the lite-

rature [27]. In this way, it is tried to verify the results

of estimation of parameter.

a. Simulations

The observer design is tested on simulations for

tracking, robustness and chattering phenomena. The

simulations are run with constant load i.e. 100 amperes

current and compressor motor voltage is varied from

100 to 250 volts as shown in the Figure 2. This input

is known to the observer but second input that is load

current is not known to the observer. Therefore, the

observer can be considered as partial known input

observer (PKIO).

This load current acts as input to the observer which

has a profile of similar to impulse. The load current and

its differentiated profiles are shown in the Figure 3.

The performance of the proposed observer is shown

in the Figure 4. The observer tracks the measured vol-

tage with robustness. The inherent chattering pheno-
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Figure 2. Profile of compressor motor voltage

Figure 3. Load current and its differentiated behavior



menon of standard sliding mode observer is obvious

from the results. Moreover, the sliding surface is also

shown in the Figure 5.

The conductivity across the membrane of fuel cell is

shown in Figure 6. The degree of results is reasonable

and acceptable. There are over shoots because of deri-

vative of load current as load changes, the shoots are

experienced. By using a low pass filter, the results are

made understandable.

The estimated value of conductivity is employed

for the calculation of water contents parameter using

the procedure narrated in the previous section. The

maximum value of water content parameter shows that

the humidity is 96% approximately.

The water content parameter is shown in Figure 7.

In the load current profile from 100 seconds to 120

seconds and from 180 seconds to 200 seconds, there 

are increasing slope and decreasing slop respectively

as shown in Figure 3. The change in load current affects

the water current parameter.

b. Verification

The verification of estimates is offline process

whereas the parameter estimation via proposed observer

is online process. Using ideal gas law, the vapor pressure

at cathode is calculated as 

where the value of maximum mass of vapors at cathode

side was used as 0.0028 kg [30]. The water activity

was found by using the vapor pressure and saturated

vapor pressure at stack temperature as follows:
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Figure 4. Output voltages of system and observe

Figure 5. Sliding surface of proposed observer

(Error of output voltages)

Figure 6. Conductivity across the membrane of fuel cell

(17)

(18)

Figure 7. Water contents across the membrane of fuel cell



Finally using a third order polynomial [27] was

used to calculate the value of water content parameter.

The model is quit reliable and consistently employed

for calculation of the parameter as it is reported in

literature recently [31].

where water activity aca was found less than unity

therefore first part of equation (19) was used to obtain

the value of water content parameter. The difference is

less than 5% and therefore simulation results are quite

reasonable and compatible. The comparison of online

and offline results is shown in the Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of water content parameter

12.0845Value

Description
Online estimated value of

water content parameter

12.6501

Difference
Offline calculated value of

water content parameter

0.5656

Conclusions

An observer has been designed for the estimation of water contents across the electrolyte membrane of fuel cell

system (FCS). The observer design is based on first order sliding mode technique. The observer structure is simple

therefore it is easy to implement. The robustness of observer has been seen in the results. The estimates are quite

closer to nominal values with chattering phenomenon. The observer can replace the humidity sensor replacing

expensive and hard instrumentation for measurement of water content. The estimated parameter will be used for

water management and fault diagnostics.
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1. Introduction

Micro-scale Distributed Generators (DGs), or micro

sources, are being applied increasingly to provide elec-

tricity for the expanding energy demands in the network.

The development of micro DGs also help to reduce green

house gas emissions and increase energy efficiency [1].

The MG usually consists of a cluster of micro DGs,

energy storage system (e.g. flywheel, battery,…) and

loads, operating as a single controllable system. The

voltage level of the MG at the load is about 400V or

less. The architecture of the MG is formed to be radial

with a few feeders. It often provides both electricity

and heat to the local area. It can be operated in both

grid-connected mode and islanded mode. From the

customer point of view, the MG can  provide both heat

and electricity and also can enhance the local reliability,

reduce emissions, improve power quality (by supporting

voltage and reducing voltage dip), and can potentially

lower the costs of energy supply. From the utility point
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P
ower system deregu-

lation and shortage of

transmission capacities

have led to increase interest

in distribution generation

(DG) sources. Several types

of DGs are connected to-

gether and formed a small

power system called micro-

grid (MG). MG is connected

to the primary distribution

network and usually ope-

rates in normal connecting

mode. When a severe fault

occurs in the primary dis-

tribution network, then the MG will transfer to islanding

mode. In this paper a complete model is developed to

simulate the dynamic performance of the MG during and

subsequent to islanding process. The model contains of

a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC), a single shaft micro tur-

bine, a flywheel, two photovoltaic panels and a wind

generator system. All these micro sources are connected

to the MG through inverters except the wind generation

system. The inverters are modeled with two control

strategies. The first strategy is PQ control which the

inverter will inject a certain active and reactive powers.

This type of inverter is used

to interface micro turbine,

fuel cell and photovoltaic

panels to the MG. The se-

cond strategy is Vf control.

This model is used to inter-

face flywheel will act as the

reference bus (slack bus)

for the MG when islanding

occurs. Two cases are stu-

died: the first case discusses

the effect of islanding pro-

cess on frequency, voltage

and active power of all

micro sources when the MG

imports active and reactive

power from the primary distribution network. The second

studied case, also, shows the effect of islanding on the

previous quantities particularly when the MG exports

active and reactive power to the primary distribution

network. Results showed that the existence of storage

device (flywheel) with appropriate control of its inverter

can keep the frequency of the MG and the voltages of all

buses within their limited levels. The developed model

is built in Matlab® Simulink® environment.
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of view, application of distributed energy sources can

potentially reduce the demand for distribution and

transmission facilities [2]. Clearly, distributed gene-

rations located close to loads can reduce the flows in

transmission and distribution circuits with two important

effects: loss reduction and substitute for network assets.

Further, the presence of generations close to demand

could increase the service quality for the end customers.

The MG can provide network support in times of stress

by relieving congestions and aiding restoration after

fault occurrence [2].

Development of the MG can contribute to reduction

of emissions and mitigation of climate changes. This is

because available and currently developing technologies

for distributed generation units are based on renewable

sources and micro sources that are characterized by very

low emissions [2]. The new micro sources technologies

(e.g. micro gas turbine, fuel cells, photovoltaic system

and several kinds of wind turbines) used in the MG are

not suitable for supplying energy to the grid directly

[3-4]. They have to be interfaced to the grid through

inverters. Thus, the use of power electronic interfaces

in the MG leads to a series of challenges in the design

and operation of the MG [5].

Technical challenges associated with the operation

and control of the MG are immense. Ensuring stable

operation during network disturbances, maintaining

stability and power quality in the islanding mode of

operation requires sophisticated control strategies

development for the MG's inverters in order to provide

stable frequency and voltage in the presence of arbitra-

rily varying loads. The aim of this paper is to demon-

strate the transients of a MG due to intentional islanding

process and to illustrate the maintenance of stability of

the MG in the isolated mode of operation.

Reference [6] is discussed about the MG autonomous

operation during and subsequent to islanding process

however no renewable micro sources is included. In

references [7] and [8], a control scheme based on droop

concepts (to operate inverters feeding a standalone ac

system) is presented. References [9] and [10] are dis-

cussed about the behavior of distributed generator (DGs)

connected to distribution networks, however, the dyna-

mics of the primary energy sources is not considered.

The full picture of the MG long-term dynamic behavior,

which is largely influenced by the micro sources dyna-

mics, is also missing in this reference.

In the present paper, we developed a complete model

to simulate the dynamic performance of the MG. All

MG components are simulated in details. In our pre-

vious research [11] and [12], we developed a model for

all MG components (each component operates in stan-

dalone mode). In reference [11], a detailed model is

developed for inverter with three different control

schemes. In reference [12], some models are developed

for the micro sources exist in the MG (micro turbine,

fuel cell, wind turbine and photovoltaic). This paper

collects all individual models developed in references

[11] and [12] in one complete model and apply a suitable

control scheme which can arrange the operation of all

models simultaneously. The developed model is general

and can be used to study any disturbance which may

occur in the MG. The model is built in Matlab®

Simulink® environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2

illustrates a single line diagram of the studied MG.

Section 3 gives a brief description of all MG com-

ponents models. Section 4 presents a description of the

complete model with the applied controls. Two studied

cases with results and discussions are explained in

section 5. Conclusions are presented in section 6.

2. Single Line Diagram of The Studied

Micro-Grid

Figure 1 shows the single line diagram of the studied

MG [13]. It consists of 7 buses. Flywheel is connected 
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Figure 1. Single line diagram of the studied MG.



to bus 1. Wind generation system is connected to bus 2.

Two photovoltaic panels with rating 10 kW and 3 kW

are connected to buses 4 and 5, respectively.  A single

shaft micro turbine with rating 30 kW is connected to

bus 6. Bus 7 is provided with a solid oxide fuel cell

(SOFC) with rating 30 kW. The loads and line para-

meters of the MG are given in the appendix.

3. Description of Micro-Grid Individual

Components Models

3.1 Inverter Models

In reference [11], three different control models of

the inverter are developed to interface micro sources to

the MG. The first model is PQ model, which control the

active and reactive power injected by the inverter into

the MG. This model is suitable for interfacing micro

turbine, fuel cell and photovoltaic panels. Figure 2.a

shows the terminal block diagram of PQ inverter model.

The input terminals are active and reactive power pro-

duced by the micro sources, the output is the three phase

terminals connected to the MG.

The second model is the PV model, which controls

the active power injected by the inverter and keep the

voltage at constant value as shown in Figure 2.b. The

third model is the Vf model, which keeps the voltage at

constant value and return the frequency to its nominal

after disturbance by controlling the amount of the active

power injected in the MG. The Vf inverter is used to

interface the flywheel to the MG and represents the

reference bus (slack bus) of the MG during and subse-

quent to islanding occurrence (Figure 2.c).

3.2 Micro Sources Models

In reference [12], detailed standalone models are

developed for single shaft micro turbine, solid oxide

fuel cell, photovoltaic panels and wind generation sys-

tem. These standalone models are described as follows:

3.2.1 Single Shaft Micro Turbine (SSMT) Model

Figure 3.a shows the developed model of the single

shaft micro turbine. In this figure, the input terminal

Pref represents the desired power. The output terminal is

Pe (electrical power output from permanent magnet

synchronous generator which coupled with micro

turbine). Pe is connected to P input terminal of the PQ

inverter.

3.2.2 Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) Model

Figure 3.b shows the developed model of the SOFC.

In this figure, the input terminals are Pref (desired power)

and rated voltage (Vrated). The output terminal is Pe which

represents the electrical power output from fuel cell.

This terminal is applied to P input terminal of the PQ

inverter.

3.2.3 Photovoltaic Model

Photovoltaic model is shown in Figure 3.c. Input

terminals are Irradiance (Ga W/m2) and ambient tempe-

rature (Ta Kelvin). Maximum power point tracking

(MPPT) is included inside the model. The output ter-

minal is Pmax, which represents the maximum output

power developed by photovoltaic panel; this terminal

is applied also to the input terminal of the PQ inverter.

3.2.4 Wind Generation System Model

Wind generator system model is shown in Figure 3.d.

The wind turbine is coupled to a squirrel cage induction

generator. The input terminals of the wind turbine are

wind speed (m/sec.) and pitch angle of the turbine blades

(degree). The output terminal of the wind turbine is

mechanical torque (Tm), which applied to the shaft of

the induction generator. The terminals of the induction

generator are connected directly to the MG.
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4. Complete Model of the MG

The operation of the MG with several PQ inverters

and a single voltage source inverter (Vf) is similar to the

operation of the MG with synchronous machine as a

reference bus (slack bus). The VSI provides the voltage

reference for the operation of the PQ inverters when

the MG is isolated from the main power grid. Acting as

a voltage source, the Vf inverter requires a significant

mount of storage capability in the DC link or a prime

power source with a very fast response in order to

maintain the DC link voltage constant. In other words,

the power requested by a VSI needs to be available

almost instantaneously in the DC link. In fact, this kind

of behavior models the action of the flywheel system.

Flywheel is connected at the DC bus of the Vf inverter

to provide instantaneous power required. The Vf inverter

is responsible for fast load-tracking during transients

and for voltage control. During normal operation con-

ditions (stable frequency at nominal value), the output

active power of the Vf inverter is zero and only reactive

power is injected into the MG for voltage control.

4.1 Active Power Control in each Micro Sources

During islanded (autonomous) operation, when an

imbalance between load and local generation occurs,

the grid frequency drifts from its nominal value. Storage

devices (flywheel) keep injecting power into the network

as long as the frequency differed from the nominal

value. Micro turbine and fuel cell are controllable

sources which the power output can be controlled. A PI

controller (being the input of this controller the

frequency deviation) which acts directly in the primary

machine (Pref of fuel cell and micro turbine) allows fre-

quency restoration. After frequency restoration, storage

devices will operate again at the normal operation point

(zero active power output). This controller can not apply

to wind turbine and photovoltaic panels because they

are uncontrollable sources and their output power depend

on wind speed, irradiance and ambient temperature.

Figure 4 shows the PI controller block diagram used to

control the output power of fuel cell and micro turbine.

4.2 Voltage and Reactive Power Control

In Figure 5, the adopted voltage control strategy is

described. Knowing the network characteristics, it is

possible to define the maximum voltage droop. To

maintain the voltage between acceptable limits, the

voltage sources inverter (VSI) or Vf inverter connected

to the flywheel will adjust the reactive power in the

MG. It will inject reactive power when voltage falls

from the nominal value and will absorb reactive power

if the voltage rises above its nominal value.
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Figure 3. Micro sources standalone models.

Figure 4. Control of active power in controllable micro source.

Figure 5. Droop

control of the

inverter terminal

voltage.



4.3 Frequency and Active Power Control

The transition to islanded operation mode and the

operation of the network in islanded mode require micro

generation sources to particulate in active power-

frequency control, so that the generation can match the

load. During this transient period, the participation of

the storage devices (flywheel) in system operation is

very important, since the system has very low inertia,

and some micro sources (micro turbine and fuel cell)

have very slow response to the power generation

increase. As already mentioned, the power necessary to

provide appropriate load-following is obtained from

storage devices (flywheel). Knowing the network

characteristics, it is possible to define the maximum

frequency droop as shown in Figure 6. To maintain the

frequency between acceptable limits, the Vf inverter

connected to flywheel will adjust the active power in

the network. It will inject active power when frequency

falls from the nominal value and will absorb active

power if the frequency rises above its nominal value.

4.4 Complete Model of the MG

A complete model which collects all micro sources

models, all inverter models and all control strategies is

described in the previous sections and also shown in

Figure 7. This model is general and can be used to

describe any disturbances which may occur in the MG

during connected and islanding modes. 

5. Results and Discussions

In the simulation platform, the PV panels, a SOFC

and a single shaft micro turbine are associated with a

PQ inverter type. As the inverter control is quite fast

and precise, it is possible to neglect the DC link voltage

fluctuations; if losses are also neglected, the output

active power of a PQ inverter becomes equal to the

output power of the associated micro source. Flywheel

is connected to the Vf inverter.

Case1: MG Imports Active and Reactive Powers from the
Main Grid

In this case, the amounts of active power and reactive

power generated from micro sources are adjusted to

make the MG imports 13 kW and 16 kVAr from the

main grid. After finding suitable control parameters for

the Vf inverter, disconnection of the upstream main

grid is simulated at t=60 sec. and the simulation results

are presented for the main electrical quantities (fre-

quency, voltages, and active powers).
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Figure 6. Frequency droop control of Vf inverter.

Figure 8. System frequency.

Figure 9. Voltages at all micro sources buses.
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From the previous figures (Figures 8-12), the sequence

of the events can be interpreted as follows:

- Before t=60 sec., the MG is at steady state and its

frequency is at nominal value (50 Hz). The MG

imports 13 kW and 16 kVAr from the main grid as

shown in Figure 12.

- At t=60 sec., islanding occurred, the MG's loads

are larger than the power generated by micro

sources so that the frequency dropped to about

49.8 Hz and the voltages dropped to about 96% of

their nominal values as shown in Figures 8 and 9,

respectively.

- The difference between load powers (active and

reactive) and generated power (active and reactive)

is injected by flywheel as shown in Figure 10.

- Due to frequency deviation, PI controllers connected

to SOFC and SSMT increase the reference powers

of those micro sources. The output powers of SOFC

and SSMT begin to increase and help frequency

restoration as shown in Figure 11.

- The powers produced by photovoltaic panels are

constant because the ambient temperature and

irradiance are assumed to be constant. This

assumption is acceptable because the interval of

simulations after islanding (50sec) is small.

- Wind generator output power suffers from some

fluctuations. 

- As the power generated by micro sources increases,

the amount of power injected by flywheel decreases.

- When the power generated by the micro sources

becomes equal to the demand by the load, active

power injected by flywheel returns to zero and

frequency returns to its nominal value.

- The dynamic performance of the studied MG needs

about 50 seconds to return back to its steady state.

Case 2: MG Exports Active and Reactive Powers to the
Main Grid

In this case, the reference powers of SOFC and

SSMT are adjusted so that the amounts of active and

reactive powers generated by all micro sources become

greater than the demand. The MG exports about 21 kW

and 20 kVar to the main grid. The disconnection of the

upstream main grid simulated at t=70 sec., The simu-

lation results are shown in the following figures.

Figure 10. Flywheel (Vf) active and reactive powers.

Figure 11. SOFC, SSMT, wind generator and photovoltaic panels

active powers.

Figure 12. Active and reactive powers of the main grid.
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From the previous figures (Figures 13-17), the

sequence of the events can be interpreted as follows:

- Before islanding occurrence, the MG operates at

its steady state and exports active and reactive

powers to the main grid (Fig.17). The frequency

of the MG is at its nominal value (50 Hz).

- Islanding occurs at t=70 sec., the MG loads are

less than the power generated by micro sources

which led the frequency increases to 50.35Hz. At

this time, the voltages increases to about 102% of

their nominal values as shown in Figures 13 and

14, respectively.

- The difference between load powers (active and

reactive) and generated power (active and reactive)

is absorbed by flywheel as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 13. Active and reactive powers of the main grid.

Figure 14. Voltages of all micro sources buses.

Figure 15. Flywheel (Vf) active and reactive powers.

Figure 16. SOFC, SSMT, wind generator and photovoltaic panels

active powers.

Figure 17. Active and reactive powers of the main grid.
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- Due to frequency deviation, the PI controllers

connected to SOFC and SSMT decrease the refe-

rence powers of those micro sources. The output

powers of SOFC and SSMT begin to decrease and

help frequency restoration as shown in Figure 16.

- And when the power generated by the micro sources

becomes equal to the power demand, the active

power absorbed by flywheel returns to zero and the

frequency returns to its nominal value. The MG

needs about 40 seconds to restore to its steady state.

Conclusions

This paper developed a complete model which can describe the dynamic behavior of the MG. All MG's

components are modeled in detail. Two cases are studied: the first case investigates the dynamic performance of

the MG during and subsequent to islanding when the MG imports active and reactive powers from the main grid.

The second case shows the dynamic performance when the micro grid exports a large amount of active and reactive

powers to the main grid. It was proved that the storage devices are absolutely essential to implement adequate

control strategies for MG operation in islanded mode. The importance of storage devices due to the fact that the

micro sources present in the MG have a very low inertia and slow ram-up rates. A combination of droop control

mode (applied to Vf inverter) together with an integral control loop (applied to controllable micro sources) are

effective in controlling the frequency during islanded operation. It is found that appropriate control of Vf inverter

coupled flywheel to the MG can keep the voltages and frequency within their acceptable limit values in the two

studied cases. MG must contain at least one controllable micro source (fuel cell or micro turbine) to help frequency

restoration when islanding occurs. If there are no controllable micro sources in the MG, the storage devices will

still inject power in the MG until their energy are consumed and black out is occurred. Author's next step research

aims to study the dynamic performance of the MG under different disturbances conditions such as failures of one

micro source, load following, unbalanced loads, faults occur in MG feeders and so on.
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1. Introduction

Malaria continues to be a serious public health con-

cern, especially in endemic countries where transmission

is high. Over 200 million cases of malaria occur around

the world yearly, and 781,000 patients succumbed from

this scourge in 2009, according to the 2010 World

Malaria Report [1]. Today, the phenomenon of global

warming is believed to affect the geographical distri-

bution of the Anopheles malaria vectors, and cause an

expansion of the disease to regions that are malaria-

free now [2].

Resistance of parasite strains to virtually all the

conventional drugs currently in use, added to rampant

poverty that characterizes most of the endemic coun-

tries, has aggravated the disease burden. The future of

malaria control therefore depends on the discovery and

deployment of more effective antimalarial drugs.

For thousands of years, plants have constituted the

basis of traditional medicine systems for the treatment

of malaria and other diseases[3]. In modern medicine,

plant secondary metabolites have also played an

important role as leads for the development of new

drugs. Consequently, the screening of plant extracts and

isolated secondary metabolites for biological activity

remains an important aspect of early-phase drug disco-

very. In one such screening exercise, the methylene chlo-

ride extract of Baillonella toxisperma (Sapotaceae) was

found to display moderate antiplasmodial activity against

chloroquine-sensitive and -resistant Plasmodium falci-

parum [IC50: 2851µg/ml (W2); 2430 µg/ml (D6)]. The

discovery sparked interest in this  plant as a potential

source of lead compounds for malaria drug discovery.

This paper describes the isolation and testing of secon-

dary metabolites from Baillonella toxisperma (Sapota-

ceae) in an effort to identify the antiplasmodial consti-

tuents of this plant.

The plant species Baillonella toxisperma (Sapo-

taceae), also called “moabi”, the only species of the

genus Baillonella belonging to the family Sapotaceae [4],

Abstract

I
n the search for natural

substances with poten-

tial antimalarial activity,

the methylene chloride ex-

tract from the stem bark of

Baillonella toxisperma was

screened and found to dis-

play moderate antiplasmo-

dial activity against drug-

resistant and -sensitive

strains of Plasmodium fal-

ciparum. To identify the

bioactive constituents, the

extract was subjected to
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is a tree occurring only in the humid tropical forests of

West and Central Africa [5-6]. The plant is used for the

treatment of abscesses, infertility, stomach troubles,

convulsion, rheumatism [5] and malaria. In Cameroon,

the decoction of the stem bark is commonly sold in

public places, and is administered intrarectally by the

Baka Pygmies and Bantu peoples living in and around

the Dja Biosphere Reserve [7].

Compared to other species of the Sapotaceae family,

very little work has been carried out on Baillonella

toxisperma. Previous chemical investigation of this

plant has revealed the presence of 3-hydroxyuridine

[5,8] saponin and, aflatoxin B1 and aflatoxin G1[5]. In

continuation of our search for new antiplasmodial agents

from plant sources [9-11], the methylene chloride extract

of B. toxisperma, that displayed moderate antiplasmodial

activity (vide supra), was investigated and three secon-

dary metabolites were isolated and identified as betulinic

acid (1), 3-O-betulinic acid p-coumarate (2) and stig-

masterol (3). The in vitro antiplasmodial activity of 3-

O-betulinic acid p-coumarate is being reported for the

first time.

2. Experimental

2.1 General method

Melting points were recorded on a Meltemp II

apparatus and are uncorrected. The 13CNMR (125 MHz)

and 1H NMR (500 MHz) spectra were acquired in CDCl3

and MeOH with a Bruker 500 ARX 500 spectrometer.

Chemical shifts are given in δ, with TMS as the internal

standard, and coupling constants are provided in Hertz

(Hz). Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed

on Merck silica gel plates (give details). TLC plates

were visualized with a UV-lamp (UVGL-58) at 254 or

366 nm and later exposed to iodine. Column chromato-

graphy was carried out with glass columns using either

silica gel 60-200 mesh or Sephadex LH-20, while sepa-

ration by radial flow chromatography was performed

on a Chromatotron model 7924T (Harrison Research,

Palo Alto, CA) with silica gel 60 PF254.

2.2 Plant material

The stem bark of Baillonella toxisperma was har-

vested in Korup, in the South West Region of Cameroon

in May 2008 and authentication done at the Limbe

Botanic Garden where a voucher specimen has been

deposited.

2.3 Extraction and Isolation

A sample (5 Kg) of Baillonella toxisperma stem

bark was air-dried, powdered and macerated at room

temperature in methylene chloride (10 L) for 6 days.

Filtration and concentration afforded an oily reddish-

brown extract (185 g). This sample was fixed on celite

(300 g) and subjected to liquid column chromatography

on silica gel (600 g) eluting with gradients of methylene

chloride in hexane, and MeOH in methylene chloride

provided six main fractions of increasing polarity.

Fraction 4 (obtained with methylene chloride/hexane,

[1:1]) was subjected to further separation by column

chromatography on silica gel (quantity, g), with a step-

wise gradient of gradients of EtOAc in hexane as mobile

phase, to yield 46 mg of stigmasterol after recrystalli-

sation in acetone. Fraction 5 (obtained with MeOH/

CH2Cl2 [5/95]) was fixed on celite and chromatographed

on a silica gel column eluted with varying proportions

of EtOAc and hexane. A total of 116 subfractions (100 mL

each) were collected. Subfractions 57-69 (obtained with

20 % EtOAc/ hexane) afforded compound 2 (94 mg)

which  was filtered and recrystallised in MeOH, while

subfractions 80-100 (obtained with 40% EtOAc/hexane)

gave compound 1 (36 mg) which crystallized from MeOH.

Betulinic acid (1), white solid; mp 318 °C (319-320 °C,

lit); 1H NMR (DMSO-d6) δ 4.74 (d, 1H, J = 1.6 Hz, H-

29a), 4.64 (d, 1H, J = 1.6 Hz, H-29b), 3.20 (1H, dd,

J=11, 4.5Hz, H-3), 3.00 (1H, m, H-19), 1.70 (3H, s, H-

30), 0.99 (3H, s, H-26), 0.98 (3H, s, H-23), 0.95 (3H,

s, H-27), 0.83 (3H, s, H-25), 0.76 (3H, s, H-24), 3-O-

Betulinic  acid  p-coumarate (2), white solid; mp 189°C

(188-189 °C, lit); 1HNMR (DMSO-d6): δ 7.60 (1H, d,

J = 16.0 Hz, H-3’), 7.43 (2H, d, J = 8.0 Hz, H-3”, H-

5”), 6.83 (2H, d, J = 8.0 Hz, H-2”, H-6”), 6.29 (1H, d,

J = 16.0 Hz, H-2'), 4.74 (d, 1H, J = 1.6 Hz, H-29a),

4.64 (d, 1H, J = 1.6 Hz, H-29b), 4.60 (m, 1H, H-3α),

1.69 (3H, s, H-30), 0.98, 0.94, 0.90, 0.88 and 0.87 (s,

3H, H-23, H-24, H-25, H-26 and H-27 respectively).

Other cyclohexyl ring protons were observed at δ 3.00

(m), 2.34 (m), 2.24 (m).

2.4 Biological testing

The B. toxisperma crude extract was tested in vitro

at the Walter Reed Army Institute of Research, USA.

Compounds 2 and 3 were tested in vitro at the Biotech-

nology Unit of the University of Buea. Compound 1 was

previously tested for the antiplasmodial activity [12].
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Antiplasmodial activity assay was carried out as

described by Ljungstrom et al.[13] with some modifi-

cations [12,14].  The pure compounds were dissolved

in dimethyl sulfoxide (200 uL) and pre-diluted with

culture medium to make a final concentration of 1000

to 200 µg/mL respectively. All stock solutions were

sterilized by a 0.2 µL syringe filter and stored at -20°C

until required. Similarly chloroquine stock (2 µg/mL)

used as positive control, was prepared from liquid

chloroquine phosphate (Greenfield Pharmaceutical

LTD, Jiang Su, China).

The dose-response assay was carried out to obtain

the 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) of the individual

compounds. Ring stage-infected erythrocytes (100 µL

per well with 2% hematocrit and 1% parasitaemia) were

incubated in triplicate with two-fold serial dilution of

each compound for 48 hours. Each product was tested

in duplicate separate experiments. Parasitaemia was

measured using the parasite lactate dehydrogenase

(pLDH) assay [14] and the plate read at 650 nm with

the aid of a plate reader (Emax-Molecular Devices

Corporation, California, USA) after an hour of incu-

bation in the dark. The optical density values obtained

were used to calculate the different IC50 values using

the software HN-NonLin V1.1 [15]. These values were

expressed as Mean ± SD and compared among them-

selves using paired t-test.

3. Results and discussion

A sample of Baillonella toxisperma stem bark was

air-dried, powdered and macerated at room temperature

in methylene chloride for 6 days. Filtration and con-

centration afforded an oily reddish-brown extract (185 g).

Repeated separation of the extract by column chroma-

tography on silica gel afforded the previously described

betulinic acid (1) [16-18], 3-O-betulinic acid p-couma-

rate (2) [17-18] and  stigmasterol (3) [19] which were

identified by comparison of their physical and spectro-

scopic characteristics with those described in the

literature.

Compounds 2 and 3 were tested in vitro for anti-

plasmodial activity against P. falciparum (Table 1).

Compound 3 was inactive against P. falciparum with

an IC50 value > 10 µ/mL, while  compound 2 showed

considerable in vitro antiplasmodial activity, with IC50

of 1.647 µM against the multidrug-resistant clone

W2mef. Thus, compound 2 is considered as a good

candidate for further testing in vivo to ascertain thera-

peutic efficacy against Plasmodium species.

a Data obtained at the Walter Reed Army Institute of

Research, USA, following the method of Desjardins et

al. D-6 is a chloroquine-sensitive strain of Plasmodium

falciparum; b data obtained at the Biotechnology Unit

of the University of Buea.

Betulinic acid which represents a significant portion

of compound 2, has been shown to possess a wide range

of biological activity on diverse microorganisms. The

molecule has been isolated from various plant species

and was also proved to exhibit significant antiplas-

modial activity. Betulinic acid isolated from the stem

bark of the African St. John's Wort (Hypericum lanceo-

latum) [12] was earlier reported to display antiplas-

modial activity against P. falciparum, with IC50s of

4.420 and 5.602 µM against W2mef and a local field

isolate, respectively. These values are fairly close to

those observed for the cinnamoyl derivative 2 in the

current study, suggesting that the latter may serve as a

source of betulinic acid.
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Figure 1. Structures of the isolated compounds

TABLE 1. Antiplasmodial activity data of the crude and pure

compounds from the stem bark of Baillonella toxisperma

--

1.647 b

38.375 b

0.35b

2.430a

--

--

--

CH2Cl2

3-O-Betulinic acid p-coumarate (2)

Stigmasterol (3)

Chloroquine (control)

IC50 on W2mef

(µµM)
Compound

IC50 on D-6

(µµg/mL)
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Conclusions

The present study has identified two known compounds, betulinic acid (1) and 3-O-betulinic acid p-coumarate (2),

which may be responsible for the antiplasmodial activity of the methylene chloride extract of B. toxisperma stem

bark, which are active against Plasmodium falciparum[W2mef]). Compound 2 an ester of 1, appears to be more

potent than the betulinic acid; however, compound 2 probably serves as a little more than a reservoir of betulinic

acid. The activity of 2 in vitro is high enough to suggest further testing of the compound in vivo to ascertain its

therapeutic efficacy in an animal model of Plasmodium infection.
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1. Introduction

Cooling is the transfer of energy from the space or the

air supplied to the space, in order to achieve a lower

temperature and humidity level of the natural surroun-

dings. The development of cooling process through se-

veral stages, starting from simple initiative applications

of natural cooling techniques, such as shading, evapo-

rative cooling and air circulation for enhancing the com-

fort sensation, to mechanical cooling system, known as

air conditioners which worked on mechanical refrige-

ration cycles. In regions with arid climates, excessive

heat is the major problem that causes human thermal

discomfort [1]. Cooling is then the basic requirements

of building occupants. In modern buildings, this can be

provided by mechanical and electrical devices. Tradi-

tional architecture in hot climate had many passive

aspects which contributed to thermal comfort in

dwellings, that is, compact urban heavy building structure,

white painted external surfaces, blind facades, open

courtyards, etc. The presence of trees, vegetation and

water around the building in modifying the thermal

microclimate was well appreciated. With the advent of

energy crisis there has been a renewed interest in those

aspects of architecture which contributed to thermal

comfort in a building without or with minimum energy

consumption. In many studies the heat gain through the

roof presents 50 % of the total heat gain in buildings. In

recent years, several investigations were performed and

showed that there can be multiple solutions to the exces-

sive heat problem through the roof. The use of low

emissivity material in the attic of a building reduced the

underside ceiling surface temperature, which lowered

the room air temperature [2]. The evaporative cooling
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approach for passive cooling of buildings in hot arid

climates has also become an attractive subject of inves-

tigation for many researchers. The relative advantages

of evaporative cooling in relation to many other

approaches (cavity wall, insulation, whitewash and large

exposure orientations, vegetable pergola shading, roof

with removable canvas, water film, soil humid grass and

roof with white pots as cover) were demonstrated. The

reduction of heat gain through the roofs using evapo-

rative cooling systems was extensively investigated with

open roof ponds, on water spraying over the roof, moving

water layer over the roof, thin water film and roofs with

wetted gunny bags. The present study suggests an im-

proved roof design by combining the advantages of the

previously described cooling techniques (water ponds, low

emissivity surfaces) and inserted rocks of high thermal

capacity. The resulting design can be more advantageous

and effective than other systems for reducing heat during

daytime and storing coolness at night.

In fact, it appears that there has been a return to the

utilization of several well known techniques and pro-

cesses that were used successfully even in the early

periods of civilization. The principles of passive cooling

system are the same, but they are now enhanced with

the available technological know how and they can be

successfully incorporated into the building design and

operation, in a suitable form for providing the best

results. Natural ventilation is the predominant passive

cooling technique. Vapour compression is the most com-

monly used method in air conditioning systems. Progress

in science and technology has introduced tremendous

changes in all fields, including the management of indoor

conditions of building; passive cooling system is also

closely linked to thermal comfort of occupants. Indeed,

some of the techniques used for passive cooling do not

remove the cooling load of the building itself, but rather

extend the tolerance limits of humans for thermal comfort

in a given space. It is also possible to increase the effec-

tiveness of passive cooling with mechanically assisted

heat transfer techniques that enhance the natural cooling

processes. Such application called hybrid cooling system.

Their energy consumption is maintained at very low

levels, but the efficiency of the systems and their appli-

cability is greatly improved. By combining different

passive and natural cooling techniques, it is possible to

prevent overheating problems, decrease cooling loads

and improve comfort conditions in buildings.

An evaporative cooler (also swamp cooler, desert

cooler and wet air cooler) is a device that cools air through

the simple evaporation of water. Evaporative cooling

differs from air conditioning by refrigeration and

absorptive refrigeration, which use vapor-compression

or absorption refrigeration cycles. Evaporative cooling

is especially well suited for climates where the air is hot

and humidity is low. In dry, arid climates, the installation

and operating cost of an evaporative cooler can be much

lower than refrigerate air conditioning. However, evapo-

rative cooling and vapor-compression air conditioning

are sometimes used in combination to yield optimal

cooling results. Some evaporative coolers may also serve

as humidifiers in the heating season.

2. Constrcution and experimental

procedure

An indirect passive cooling system consisting of

natural evaporation of water was constructed and tested

in the laboratory of KUET. The cooling cell was made

of mild steel plate. It was rectangular in shape and

contains high thermal capacity rocks and water. Above

the cooling cell there was a thin mild steel plate coated

with zinc, which is used as a reflector of sunlight. High

thermal capacity materials (rock bed) will delay the

entry of daytime heat into the building by such a period

that it reaches the interior during the evening, when it

was least bothersome and often welcome.

The passive cooling system was placed on the roof

of an experimental room and compared with a normal

room. The experimental and the normal rooms were made

of brick with concrete roof and one window in each room.

Two rooms are separated by cork sheet.
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the model design



For both experimental and normal room, the thickness

of the wall was 5 inch, and the thickness of the roof was

5 cm. The floors are also made by concrete. The cell was

made by plane sheet (mild steel) of thickness 0.5mm.

The dimension of the cell was (63X60X9.05) inch. This

cell was covered by plane sheet (mild steel galvanized

with zinc) of thickness 0.15mm.

The reduction of heat transmission via the roof was

investigated for a typical summer day of middle of

March, 2010 for Khulna in Bangladesh. The temperature

and solar radiation data were recorded in every 30 min

during 6 h in daytime. Air temperatures outside the room

(ambient temperature) were measured by using a thermo-

meter near the experimental room. The temperature at

different positions under the roof level was measured by

copper constant thermocouples connected to the digital

thermometer. Thermocouples were fixed under the roof

surface and the ends of the thermocouples were also en-

veloped in thin aluminum paper to reflect the radiation

from the surrounding interior surfaces. The solar inten-

sity was taken by solarimeter. The readings of all thermo-

couples have been averaged to give the average

temperature.

3. Results and discussion

The constructed passive cooling system was installed

in a room of size 51x47x67 inch. The system was run and

the required data were collected.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of (a) Prototype of experimental room (b) Cooling cell.

Figure 3. Photographic view of Prototype

(a) (b)
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TABLE 1. Experimental data for 23.03.2010

23

29.75

29.50

30.50

31.50

31.75

31

31.75

33

32

32

32

33.5
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34

34

34

34

33

34
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39.5

39.8

39.8

39.5

715

787

780

686

624

530

480

425

314

10:30 am

11:00 am

12:00 pm

01:30 pm

02:00 pm

02:30 pm

03:00 pm

03:30 pm

04:00 pma

Experimental room

Ambient

Temp

Ta(˚C)

Time

24

31.25

33.75

36

35.75

35.75

36.5

36.75

35.75

Normal room

31.5

32

33.2

34.5

35

35.2

35

34.7

33.5

Solar

Radiation

W/m2

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

TABLE 2. Experimental data for 24.03.2010
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31

32
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33
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33

33
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35

35.4

36.5

36.5

38

38

38.5

39

39

39

605

678

680

680

758

725

780

621

561

420

370

324

10:15 am

10:45 am

11:15 am

11:45 am

12:15 pm

12:45 pm

01:15 pm

01:45 pm

02:15 pm

02:45 pm

03:15 pm

03:45 pm

Experimental room

Ambient

Temp

Ta(˚C)

Time

29.75

30

30.75

31.75

33

33

33.50

33.25

35

35.5

35.75

35.75

Normal room

28

31.5

34

35

35

35.5

34.5

34.3

34.2

34

34

33.8

Solar

Radiation

W/m2

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)
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TABLE 3. Experimental data for 25.03.2010

28

29

29

29.5

30

31

30.75

31

31.5

31.5

31.75

32

30

30

30.5

31

32

32

32.3

32.7

33

33.1

33

33

32.5

33.5

34

35

36.5

37

37.2

38

39

39.1

39.5

39.5

675

725

765

780

773

757

743

722

607

472

449

345

10:15 am

10:45 am

11:15 am

11:45 am

12:15 pm

12:45 pm

01:15 pm

01:45 pm

02:15 pm

02:45 pm

03:15 pm

03:45 pm

Experimental room

Ambient

Temp

Ta(˚C)

Time

29

30

31

31.75

32.5

33.75

34

34.25

34.5

34.75

35

35

Normal room

32

33

33.2

34

34.2

34.5

35.5

34.5

34.7

34.4

34.1

33

Solar

Radiation

W/m2

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

TABLE 4. Experimental data for 27.03.2010

28

28.5

29

28.5

30

30

31

31

31

31

31

31

30

30.3

30.5

31

31.5

31.5

31.5

32

32.5

33

33

33

32

33

34.8

35

35.5

36.9

37

38

38

38

37

37

612

595

340

298

660

680

620

440

410

340

240

160

10:15 am

10:45 am

11:15 am

11:45 am

12:15 pm

12:45 pm

01:15 pm

01:45 pm

02:15 pm

02:45 pm

03:15 pm

03:45 pm

Experimental room

Ambient

Temp

Ta(˚C)

Time

29.25

29.5

30.5

31.75

32.75

33

33.25

33.5

33.5

33

32.75

32.25

Normal room

33

30.3

30.5

31

34

34.2

34.5

34.2

34

33.8

34

34

Solar

Radiation

W/m2

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)
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TABLE 5. Experimental data for 28.03.2010

27.75

29

29

30

30

30.5

31

31

31

30.75

30

30

30

30

30.5

31

31

32

32

32

32

32

32

31.6

32

33

33

33

33.5

34

34.2

35

35

34.8

34

34

402

464

470

334

318

310

290

210

355

325

312

185

10:30 am

11.00am

11:30 am

12.00 pm

12:30 pm

1.00 pm

01:30pm

2.00 pm

02:30 pm

03:00 pm

03:30 pm

04:00 pm

Experimental room

Ambient

Temp

Ta(˚C)

Time

31.25

30.75

30.75

31.75

32

32

31.25

33

33.5

32.75

33

33

Normal room

32

33

33.7

34

34

33.8

34

34.5

34

34

34

33.8

Solar

Radiation

W/m2

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Avg.

Temp below

roof

Tavg1(˚C)

Avg. Room 

Temp.

Tr1(˚C)

Figure 4. Shows the change of temperature

with the change of time (Date-23.03.2010)

Figure 5. Shows the change of temperature

with the change of time (Date-24.03.2010)



The inside temperature of the normal room was higher

than the ambient temperature and the experimental room

temperature was lower than the ambient temperature,

because the night ventilation was not applied and at the

evening of previous day, the experimental room tempe-

rature was lower than the ambient temperature. Roof

without any treatment gives the maximum inside air

temperature 39.8 °C (23.03.2010) when the ambient air

temperature was 35.5 °C during daytime. The constructed

passive system reduces the internal room temperature by

an average of 5.8°C in comparison to the air temperatures

for a bare roof over the room. With evaporative cooling

roof, when the air gap between the roof and cooling cell

fixed at 12 cm gives higher inside air temperature 34 °C

(23.03.2010) and when the ambient air temperature was

35.5 °C during day hours.
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Figure 6. Shows the change of temperature

with the change of time (Date-25.03.2010)

Figure 7. Shows the change of temperature

with the change of time (Date-27.03.2010)

Conclusion

Under hot arid conditions a prototype model for an evaporative reflective roof used to improve space cooling

in buildings has been tested. The experimental results examined the effectiveness of such a roof cooling system in

comparison to a bare roof. The results showed that cooling inside buildings can be improved by the application of

such a cooling design.

Future recommendation

The air gap between the roof and cooling cell was kept 12 cm. By varying the air gap the performance of the

cooling system can be measured, hence give the optimum value of air gap for this region and also give the maximum

output. The upper surface of the cooling cell was made by zinc coated plane sheet (mild steel sheet). By using aluminum

sheet, the performance can be improved. Natural ventilation process can be applied to the rooms for better performance.
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